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ABSTRACT

Building upon Everett Roger’s theory of Diffusion of Innovations,
foraging into knowledge acquisition theories, and leaning heavily onto the new
communication perspectives opened by New Media, the present study aims to justify the
need to revisit the classical innovation-decision process and concomitantly it proposes an
innovative model of information influence on innovation acceptance. The research
inquiry, conducted using both qualitative and quantitative research methods, confirmed
the existence of a cumulative innovation-decision process, fueled by a cyclical interplay
of information gathering, knowledge acquisition and persuasive evaluation. Concurrently,
the results sustained the theoretical model’s assumption regarding the existence of a
barrier to adoption and successfully tested the effect of dedicated information on the
knowledge-generating and persuasive processes.
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INTRODUCTION

Sometimes I ask myself, “Why am I so eager—even anxious—to search for
novelty, for innovative things and clever ideas?” For me, it is a quest that seems never to
end although it began very early. I wonder if my search is still the same curiosity of the
five-year-old Romanian boy who broke apart his toys to see how they worked; or, the
quest of a youngster who loved to spend time in antique bookshops looking for
something new to read about. I think that my insatiable curiosity and the quest for novelty
were fueled by my experiences as a child and as a youngster. When I compare my life to
that of most people of my generation, I realize how blessed I have been, thanks to my
parents; they gave me the opportunity to explore new worlds when I was just a kid - to
travel far from my native country and enjoy the contact with new cultures. Living in
Mexico City for four years and the contact with such a plentiful culture gave me a true
understanding of the value of diversity. It also opened my mind to new horizons and the
quest to find out what lies behind that unreachable line.
My incredible experiences during formative years is to be contrasted with my
parallel exposure as an adolescent to an oppressive and constricting regime of a
government which had a psychotic fear of communication with the outside world. More
like anything, communism damaged the people form Eastern Europe not only by limiting
the food for their tables, but also by limiting the nourishment of their thoughts. Limited
communication meant limited exposure to what was both good and bad in the “decadent”
West, limited exposure to new ideas, and limited access to innovations, those being
social, cultural or technological. The Iron Wall at its best…
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Since I graduated medical school and with the opening of the new, democratic
Romania, my need to know reached towards new dimensions and stimulated the need to
provide to others the opportunity to know about, to enjoy the information on new things,
to open the path of access towards novelty: thus my career as a publisher, editor and
advertiser. In addition, of course, that perpetual reach for the horizon proved irresistible
again: in 2001, I was crossing the Atlantic Ocean again to start a new adventure. I must
admit that it was far from my mind that September evening when I landed in St. Louis
that four years further down the road I’ll be writing these words in preparation for my
Doctoral dissertation defense. Quite an innovation, I may say…
The innovation in our life
Innovation – is a word that we often use but seldom stop to think about it. We
deal daily with it: a new car or a new shampoo, a revolutionary software or vaccine, new
investment opportunities or a new theory in communication. And the list can go on and
on and on…
After standing almost still for hundreds of years, then starting slowly with the
Renaissance and accelerating with the Industrial Revolution, the humankind goes now
through an epoch in which innovation is almost synonym with everyday live. One of the
major achievements of the late 19th and 20th centuries was not only the fact that
discoveries and technological advancements fueled the search for novelty at an
exponential rate, but also the fact that these advancements were crucial in an area that per
se constituted the fuel pipeline for innovation itself: mass communication. We are able to
innovate and develop ourselves as a society because we are able to find out about the
multitude of novel commodities and ideas that swarm the world today. Without mass
2

communication, we would have been limited to witness the new cart or new axe that our
neighbor brought at the Sunday Fair or find about the invention of the locomotive while
drinking a cup with friends at the local tavern (I am certain that for many people in the
early 19th century it happened just like that). When it comes to innovation,
communication broke time and physical barriers, made information available to
everybody in a timely fashion, and provided the backbone that stimulated knowledge
about, and adoption of innovations.
On October 22, 2005, The Economist (2005) published an article dedicated to
innovation, this aspect of our daily life that we have become so used to that we can easily
classified it as mundane.
Citing sources from the US Patent Office, the article highlights the intense battle
that takes place between industrial giants to be the first to secure patent rights: for
example, IBM dominated the competition for the 12th year in a row, with 3,248 patents
awarded in 2004. What is even more interesting than the number of new patents awarded
is that companies have started to voluntary share patents – mainly with the Open Source
Development Labs, an industry forum, acting as repository for patent-common projects.
This is not an altruistic approach by large companies, nor is born from their desire
towards serving the greater good – it is actually an investment in their future. By allowing
open source development they avoid getting suffocated by the impossibility to conduct
research due to copyright constraints – or, as the article states “they want to avoid the risk
of undermining innovation”; a subtle reminder of the importance of innovation. That
term, innovation, again…
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However, does everybody agree on what constitutes an innovation?
On June 19, 2005, CNN published a list of the most important non-medical
innovations that changed the world in the last 25 years (CNN 2005). Compiled by a panel
of technology leaders assembled by the Lemelson-MIT Program, which promotes
inventiveness in teens, the article states that “the group hoped to single out 25 nonmedically related technological innovations that have become widely used since 1980,
are readily recognizable by most Americans, have had a direct and perceptible impact on
our everyday lives, and/or could dramatically affect our lives in the future." What struck
me on seeing this list (Table 1) is that it is missing a major innovation that has become a
“lifestyle symbol” during the last four years: the portable mp3 player.
Did they forgot about it or they choose to ignore it?

1. The Internet
2. Cell phone
3. Personal computers
4. Fiber optics
5. E-mail
6. Commercialized GPS
7. Portable computers
8. Memory storage discs
9. Consumer level digital camera
10. Radio frequency ID tags
11. MEMS
12. DNA fingerprinting
13. Air bags

14. ATM
15. Advanced batteries
16. Hybrid car
17. OLEDs
18. Display panels
19. HDTV
20. Space shuttle
21. Nanotechnology
22. Flash memory
23. Voice mail
24. Modern hearing aids
25. Short Range, High Frequency Radio

Table 1. The most important non-medical innovations that changed the world in the
last 25 years (Adapted from CNN 2005).
In an interesting article in the online journal “Playlist” of November 2, 2005
signed by Leander Kahney (2005), the author makes a detailed and spirited overview of
4

this innovation that has stunned the world in its four years of existence. Launched in
2001, with over 30,000,000 units sold to date, the iPod has become the symbol of a
generation and the initiator of new trends in music listening and sharing, entertainment
and learning.
It is obvious that innovations play an important role in our everyday life and are
an important focus of mass communicators – just look at the term that we have become
so familiar with: news – it does suggest novelty, doesn’t it?
I keep using the term innovations and, as we were able to see in the last two
articles presented, the different perspective of their authors and their different approach to
innovation raise some legitimate questions about it:
How do we define an innovation?
How does the public accept innovations?
What factors influence the speed of diffusion of an innovation within a social
system?
It is interesting to note that, like any innovation, the “innovation about researching
innovations” also has an interesting history and a specific diffusion pattern within the
academic community:
Although studied for the first time in the early half of the 20th century, the
theoretical model addressing innovations and their diffusion within a social system date
from the mid 1950s. Remarkable is also the fact that the innovation-decision process as it
postulated by Rogers in the early 1960s has remained almost unchanged since then.
Outstanding is that the communication environment has changed dramatically in the last
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forty years, but this change has not been reflected almost at all on the original diffusion
model.
I believe is appropriate to revisit the innovation-decision model within the modern
settings, mainly to observe if novative approaches can be explored and integration with
the actual informational environment can be tighten. And what intellectual challenge
could be more exciting than the chance to innovate the innovation model itself?

Building upon Everett Roger’s theory of Diffusion of Innovations, foraging into
knowledge acquisition theories, and leaning heavily onto the new communication
perspectives opened by New Media, the present study aims to justify the need to revisit
the classical innovation-decision process. Concomitantly it will propose an innovative
model of information influence on innovation acceptance and will try to test some of the
characteristics of the model within a health communication and a technology related
environments.

6

LITERATURE REVIEW

Diffusion of Innovations
Innovation was defined by Schumpeter (1934) as the first introduction of a new
product, process, method or system. This relatively arid definition was ulterior enhanced
by Everett Rogers:
“An innovation is an idea, practice, or object that is perceived as new by an
individual or other unit of adoption. […] The perceived newness of the idea for the
individual determines his or her reaction to it. If an idea seems new to an individual, it is
an innovation.” (Rogers 2003).
The novelty of this definition is that it includes the temporal element. It creates
the premises for Rogers to implement his diffusion of innovations theoretical model
based on two outstanding previous works: the book “Les lois de l’imitation” (The Laws
of Imitation) by French sociologist and social psychologist Gabriel Tarde (1890) and the
Ryan and Gross (1943) study of the diffusion of hybrid seed corn in two Iowa
communities.
A lawyer and a judge, Gabriel Tarde proposed a different model of looking to the
social world, not from the perspective of the individual or the group, but by
understanding that social organization and social relations within that organization are
only a means for the goal of propagation of ideas within the social organization (Tarde
1903). "Self-propagation and not self-organization is the prime demand of the social as
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well as of the vital thing. Organization is but the means of which propagation, of which
generative or imitative imitation, is the end."
By “imitation”, Tarde understands the general class of objects reproduced in
society and the patterns for the occurrence of this imitation. He proposed three “logical
lows of imitation” [pp140-188] that stipulate:
1.

Imitation is the result of a recombination of existing imitation, with

the social context in which recombination occurs influencing the process.
2.

The success of imitation spreading within the social organization is

a dependant of its compatibility (or fit) with the environment.
3.

Adoption of imitation occurs by “replacement” of an existing

imitation or “combination” with another existing imitation.
Fifty years after Tarde postulated his theoretical model, by looking at a period of
time stretching between 1928 and 1941, Ryan and Gross (1943) applied a combination of
qualitative (interviews) and quantitative (surveys) methods to assess the evolution over
time of the adoption of the hybrid corn seed. Plotted on a time-line, the diffusion graph
formed and S-shaped curve; they also identified different categories of adopters and the
roles of different communication channels during the various diffusion stages.
Basing his initial assumptions on the previous mentioned studies, Everett Rogers
(1962) researched the adopters of innovations and the innovation adoption process,
developing the diffusion of innovation theory. Subsequent research distinguished
different types of innovations, the most frequent including technical versus
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administrative, radical versus incremental, and product versus process (Damanpour
1991).
The multitude of studies that have been written using this theoretical background
since the theory’s introduction in the early 1960s underline the importance of the
diffusion of innovation theory. Musmann and Kennedy (1989) compiled a comprehensive
bibliography of studies from various research domains that used diffusion of innovations
as theoretical support; fifteen years ago when they published their book the list was
surpassing 2,400 articles. The theoretical model use in the industry for its comparative
power is especially relevant. Figure 1 depicts the adoption curves of various
technological innovations as presented by the Federal Reserve of Dallas (1999).

Figure 1. Adoption curves of various technological innovations (Adapted from the
Federal Reserve of Dallas 1999)
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In an interview published in 2001 (McGrath and Zell 2001), Rogers emphasized
the importance of research pertinent to social communication networks and how the rate
of diffusion is influenced by the network structure. In the most recent edition of his book
(2003), Rogers partially rallied to the opinion of other scholars that argued that the
“classical” diffusion of innovations study examines innovations that diffused fully, to the
extent of all potential adopters (Abramson and Rosenkopf 1997), but do little to analyze
diffusion while the process is active (Rogers 2003). He also criticized the limited
methodological approaches in studying diffusion and the heavy reliance on “recall”
interviews as main method or the dependence on surveys that only capture a snapshot of
the process itself. Some scholars started to look not so much at the rate of diffusion but
more at why, at particular points in time, certain innovations show complete diffusion
(becoming standards) while others have only a partial diffusion or none (Granovetter and
Soong 1986; David 1991).
Rogers defined diffusion as “a process which is the spread of a new idea from its
source of invention or creation to its ultimate users or adopters”(Rogers 1962). This
process consists of four main elements: the innovation itself, the channels of
communication and messages, the duration of the process, and the existence of a social
system. Based on Ryan and Gross’ observations and personal research, Rogers
segmented the members of a community into five categories with respect to criteria
pertinent to the openness towards innovation and the time to adoption: (a) innovators, (b)
early adopters, (c) early majority, (d) late majority, and (f) laggards.
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Scholars looked at the characteristics of the adopter as enablers of the diffusion
process. Rogers and Shoemaker (1971) conducted research on adopter characteristics that
enable diffusion. Their findings related innovativeness to socio-economic status,
personality variables, and communication behavior as determinants for the adoption
process. In another study, looking at adoption of technological innovation, Burkhardt and
Brass (1990) predicted age as to be related to the likelihood of adopting an innovation.
Technological innovations represent a fertile research field for the diffusion of
innovations theory. Among them, computers and Internet seem to be of particular interest
to scholars who try to analyze community communication pathways, message structure
and the effect of information overload on the diffusion process (P.A. and Kramer 1994;
Geana 2004). Healthcare is another area that has related heavily on diffusion of
innovations as theoretical background for innovative research, with topics ranging from
health technology to genomic medicine and plant-based-pharmaceuticals (Sinclair 2001;
Geana 2004; Suther and Goodson 2004).
Rogers postulated the diffusion of innovations within societal groups but, at the
same time, he was conscientious of the fact that in order to spread through the group, an
important issue is how each individual member of a community adopts innovation.
Rogers called this process the Innovation-Decision Process and he defined it as “the
process through which an individual (or other decision-making unit) passes from gaining
initial knowledge of an innovation, to forming an attitude toward the innovation, to
making a decision to adopt or reject, to implementation of the new idea, and to
confirmation of this decision.” (Rogers 2003)
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He segmented this process into five stages: knowledge, persuasion, decision,
implementation and confirmation. (Rogers 2003). Figure 2 depicts the innovationdecision process as presented by Rogers.

Figure 2. Everett Rogers’ Innovation-Decision model (Adapted after Rogers, 2003)
According to Rogers, the knowledge phase starts after the initial “exposure of the
individual to the innovation and gains an understanding of how it functions” based
mainly on cognitive clues (Rogers and Shoemaker 1971). In the persuasion phase, the
individual forms a favorable or unfavorable attitude about the innovation, with an
important involvement of the affective function [p109]. The decision phase is
characterized by the potential adopter “engaging in activities which lead to a choice to
adopt or reject the innovation” [p112] while the implementation phase is defined mainly
by the individual “putting the innovation to use” (Rogers 2003). The final stage,
confirmation, is where the individual continues to seek information about the innovation
for reinforcement purposes.
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Five important characteristics of the innovation facilitate its evolution through the
process all the way to adoption. According to Rogers (1962) there is an increase in the
rate of diffusion if potential adopters perceive that the innovation:
(1) Has a relative advantage (the relative degree to which it is perceived to be
better than what it supersedes);
(2) Is compatible (with existing values, past experiences and needs);
(3) Is not overly complex but instead is easy to understand and use;
(4) Is trialable (the degree to which it can be experimented with on a limited
basis); and
(5) Offers observability (visible results).
Why innovating the innovation – an argument
From the point of view of where the innovation acceptance takes place, diffusion
of innovations has two main domains of study: an individual one represented by the
potential innovator and explained by the innovation-diffusion model and a social one,
explained by the S-shaped diffusion curve.
The purpose of the present work is to present a new approach in to what concerns
diffusion at the intimate level of the potential adopter. This approach is consistent with
Roger’s observation:
“If diffusion scholars could more adequately see an innovation through the eyes
of their respondents, including why the innovation was adopted or rejected, diffusion
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research would be in a better position to shed the pro-innovation1 bias of the past. […]
Diffusion scholars would do well to remember that individuals’ own perceptions count in
determining their innovation behavior.” (Rogers 2003)
The most important premise for the birth of the innovation-diffusion model was
the original Iowa study by Beal and Rogers (1960) in which the farmer-respondents
“recognized that they went through a series of stages as they moved from awarenessknowledge to a decision to adopt.” The researchers also identified what appeared to be
specific information channels that addressed specific stages of the innovation-diffusion
process. Three crucial elements in Rogers’ model affect the perception, evaluation and
eventual adoption of an innovation at individual level:
1.

The sequentially of the innovation-adoption stages: While

“skipping” stages is reported by Beal and Rogers (and other researchers
afterwards), the (a) necessity to completely fulfill a stage before going to the next
one is an essential process of the model.
2.

The existence of two essential “stimulants” of the innovation: (b)

the change agent and (c) the opinion leader.
The process of innovation-diffusion has two main information pathways: mass
communication and interpersonal communication.
While all these factors do participate in the innovation adoption process, its ability
to serve as a comprehensive theoretical framework is limited in certain ways.

1

A pro-innovation bias is a historical problem of innovation studies that tend to analyze mostly innovations
that are beneficial for the users and there is a general positive current within the societal system towards
innovation adoption.
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Specifically, Rogers’ model is a linear model and little in it explains how
consumers actually take the decision to adopt or reject an innovation. Knowledge in
Rogers’ perception is limited to applied or organizational categories2 and does not
include knowledge-building categories. Ultimately, postulated in an epoch in which interpersonal communication represented one of the most important channels of innovationrelated information diffusion, although revisited, it fails to cope with the dynamics of
today’s informational environment and with the modern patterns of information search
and source reliability. From a strategic communication point of view, a better
understanding of the consumer’s adoption process could mean building more efficient
communication campaigns, more effective segmentation and better product positioning.
Research in the area of consumer adoption process has been performed by Ross
and Robertson (1990), Olhavsky and Spreng (1996), Moreau, Lehmann and Markman
(2001). According to Olhavsky and Spreng, (1996) when presented with an innovative
concept “consumers first attempt to categorize the product”. Categorization happens by
making comparisons to past/present experiences; if categorization is not possible, then a
judgment process is employed based on a variety of evaluative criteria that are internally
developed or imported from exterior sources. A key element in this process is prior
knowledge as an influencer of the adoption process (Alba and Hutchinson 1987; GreganPaxton and John 1997). Gregan-Paxton and John propose a model of consumer learning
by analogy that separates consumers into Experts and Novices and analyzes the concept
2

Despite the fact that Rogers talks about knowledge in his model of innovation-diffusion, his perception of
required knowledge for adoption is limited to the following three categories:
1. Awareness-knowledge (information that an innovation exists)
2. How-to-knowledge (information on how to use the innovation)
3. Principles-knowledge (information dealing with the principles of how an innovation works)
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mapping process based on the perception or not of common relationships between
information source and stored knowledge. This perspective generates relations mapping
(stronger, more complex) in the case of experts or attribute mapping (weaker, simpler) in
the case of novices. The importance of this model for the innovation-diffusion paradigm
is that in a world marked by rapid changes and a high rate of innovation, new products
require the “induction of entirely new knowledge structures, not just the modification or
extension of existing ones” (Gregan-Paxton and John 1997). A linear innovationdiffusion process such as the one initially proposed by Rogers doesn’t have the
adaptability to informational surge and is not consistent with the complex, multi-level
functioning of human reasoning.
When it comes to communication channels, the innovation-diffusion model
proposed by Rogers recognizes two types of communication: mass-communication (oneto-many) and inter-personal communication (one-to-one). According to Rogers (2003)
mass-media channels are characterized by the fact that they can reach large audiences
rapidly, they create knowledge and spread information and can change weakly held
attitudes [p205]. On the other hand, interpersonal channels provide a two-way exchange
of information and can overcome barriers such as selective exposure, selective perception
and selective retention; concomitantly they can persuade an individual to form or to
change a strongly held attitude. [p205]. Rogers also makes a distinction between
cosmopolite and localite channels, with the first being more important at the knowledge
stage, while the localite channels are more important in the persuasion stage. For Rogers
the carrier is more important than the information. Furthermore, when talking about the
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current developments in communication, Rogers assimilates the internet with a
combination of one-to-one and a one-to-many (Rogers 2003) channels. Arguably, when it
comes to innovation diffusion, the Internet is more than that. Personal research conducted
on innovation diffusion in online communities (Geana 2004) suggests that the internet is
more than a communication tool, it is used as a repository of information and could be
assimilated to a third type of communication, many-to-many (Rheingold 1993), that
breaks over the barriers imposed to both mass communication and interpersonal
communication. If we understand knowledge as the usage of information to create
potential for action and information as data arranged in a given pattern that answer a predefined problem, then the information channel loses specificity for the diffusion model –
the information itself becomes more important than the carrier does.
Penetration of Innovations
The proposed information-decision model at an individual level has its roots in
cellular biology – more specific in the structure and function of the cellular membrane.
The cell membrane is an apparatus that has the role of protection and contention but at
the same time dynamically adapts to changes in both its external and internal mediums
and participates in the exchanges between these two mediums (Ritchie, Lino et al. 2003).
According to Rogers, when it comes to the innovation-decision process, an
individual has to pass through several different stages in order to accept or reject the
information. For the purpose of this theoretical model, I extrapolate the sum of all this
layers into what I call a “barrier to diffusion”. In other words, when an individual is
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exposed to an innovation (because a sequence of stages need to occur prior to the
decisional process), the first reaction towards an innovation is a rejection.3
First Generalization: At the first contact with an innovation, the initial tendency of
an individual is rejection.
This rejection stage does not mean that the subject has a negative attitude4
towards the innovation. It is merely an initial temporary barrier required for the process
of performing a first evaluation of the innovation.
First Assumption: Innovation-decision is not a sequence of stages as presented by
Rogers, but a dynamic process in which knowledge acquisition has diverse persuasive
effects within issue-oriented schemata that generates variations of attitudes finalized by
changes in behavior. The ultimate change of behavior is the acceptance of the innovation.
This approach is consistent with research conducted by Fishbein (Fishbein 1963;
Fishbein 1980) on his theory of reasoned action (McGuire 1985). According to him,

A oe =

∑A

oj

• A je +

∑A

on

• A ne

Where:
A oe is the person’s attitude of where object of thought o falls on evaluation

dimension e (a behavioral intention towards an object)
3

The exemplification used to suggest the barrier does not imply that the author agrees with Rogers’s
sequential model or that it is uses the model as a fundament for the following rationale. It merely means
that Rogers’s model itself provides the elements that justify the existence of a “diffusion barrier”.
4
For the purpose of this research, attitude is defined based on the conceptual definition as presented by
McGuire McGuire, W. J. (1985). Attitudes and Attitude Change. The Handbook of Social Psychology. G.
Lindzey and E. Aronson. New York, Random House.
that “an attitude is a mediating process grouping a set of objects of thought in a conceptual
category that evokes a significant pattern of responses.” [p239].
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A oj

is the person’s belief on where o falls on any salient characteristic j

A je

is the person’s attitude of where this j characteristic falls on evaluative

dimension e
A on is the person’s perception of his reference group’s normative approval of o
A ne is his evaluation of this group approval

As can be seen from the above equation, in an integrative approach, evaluation of
an innovation varies according to information pertinent to change of the evaluative
dimension e or the salient characteristic j (internal dimensions) with input from a related
reference group (external dimension). Both e and j is dependant on information received
and have a role in permanently adjusting a person’s attitude towards an object prior to the
adoption moment. Once adopted, when a change in behavior takes place, adjustment of
attitude towards the object serves as a continuously monitoring system (feedback loop)
that acts as a behavioral reinforcement or is originator of a reevaluation of the innovation
that can generate opposite behavioral change (post-adoption rejection).
Second Generalization: A continuous evaluation of the innovation adoption
attitude takes place based on external input and oriented according to an updatable
internal reference system.
With the human being, “the growth of knowledge in the individual is normally
identified with the subjective experience of learning” (Coucelis 1995). According to Karl
Popper (1972), we interpret the external world of physical objects based on our
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expression of subjective experiences and thought processes and the cumulus of
“statements, ideas, arguments, problems and theories in themselves”.

The Role of Knowledge
The traditional approach to knowledge that has gained a lot of empirical support
is the so-called “container metaphor”. According to this view “new items of knowledge
are produced (in society) or learned (by the individual) and added to the store of
preexisting public and personal knowledge.” (Coucelis 1995). Furthermore, some
researchers call attention to the fact that an individual is not only a “sponge” for
knowledge, absorbing knowledge created by other entities, but that the learning process
in itself creates knowledge (Stanton 2002) based on the existence of external information.
This idea is consistent with both the relational approach to knowledge acquisition
described earlier (Gregan-Paxton and John 1997) and Fishbein’s theory of reasoned
action.
But transmitted knowledge is not the only way we learn about our world. Another
important component of the epistemological debate involving sources of knowledge
(Moser, Mulder et al. 1998) is the importance of experience in the acquisition of
knowledge. From an experiential point of view, philosophers classify knowledge as “a
priori” (not dependent on experience), or knowledge gained through exposure to innate
ideas or pure-reason (channeled information) and “a posteriori” for knowledge dependent
on experience or sensorial information.
Third Generalization: The innovation knowledge required for evaluating the
innovation comes through both communication channels and through experience. The
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retained knowledge becomes a resource for the updatable internal reference system used
to evaluate the innovation.
Fourth Generalization: Information through media channels can deliver
preexistent knowledge or can provide bits of information that each individual can use to
build knowledge.
Based on the above discussion, a schematic of the innovation diffusion barrier,
taking into account the layers of knowledge, can be drawn (Figure 3).

Figure 3. A graphical depiction of a model of the innovation-diffusion barrier based
on layers of knowledge
Two new concepts are introduced:
1.

Thickness – defined as the accumulation of knowledge in one (or

several, or all) of the barrier layers.
2.

Porosity – defined as the persuasion effect of knowledge

accumulation towards innovation acceptance.
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This approach allows for a realistic account of knowledge influence on
information adoption – since knowledge can be both pro- and anti-adoption with opposite
effects on attitude.
Fifth Generalization: Knowledge accumulation increases layer thickness and can
increase or decrease porosity of the layer and the barrier as a whole. When porosity
(persuasion to innovate) reaches a critical level, the penetration of the barrier by the
innovation determines its adoption.

Figure 4. Graphical depiction of the innovation-decision process illustrating
different accumulations of knowledge for different layers and their porosity
(persuasive effect towards adoption). Adoption is possible when porosity reaches a
critical point.
One characteristic of Rogers’s model of innovation-decision is that it tried to
account for both prior conditions and for the characteristics of the Decision-Making Unit
(like socio-economic factors, personality variables, communication behavior). His model
needed these factors because of the linearity of the implied process that needed specific
categories to attend each phase of the process. In a dynamic model, such as penetration of
innovation, which depends on layers of knowledge and uses the knowledge accumulation
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to build a reference system, each of the prior decision steps specific of Rogers’s model
are actually knowledge-based and part of the reference system. Moreover, the innovationdecision process is unable to account for issues that are not knowledge-related but are
important for the adoption of the innovation.
Three new concepts are introduced:
1.

Facilitators – defined as persuasive elements unrelated to

knowledge that can facilitate innovation adoption by increasing layer permeability
– for example emotions.
2.

Inhibitors – defined as non-knowledge related elements that can

inhibit innovation-decision irrespective of the status of the permeability of the
barrier layers – for example being willing to adopt the innovation but lacking the
money to do it (money is an inhibitor in this particular case).
3.

Penetrators – defined as non-knowledge related elements that

impose innovation-decision irrespective of the permeability status of the barrier
layers – for example the law.
Sixth Generalization: Several inhibitors could coexist and their influence is
synergic.
Seventh Generalization: While several penetrators could coexist, only one is
required for the innovation decision to take place
Eight Generalization: Both facilitators and inhibitors can convert, under certain
conditions, into penetrators.
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Figure 5. A graphical depiction of the penetration of innovation model with the
innovation-diffusion barrier illustrating different accumulations of knowledge for
different layers, their porosity (persuasive effect towards adoption), together with
the persuasion process and types of acceptance or rejection of the innovation.

The role of communication channels.
Daily, an amalgam of communication channels reaches an individual at different
levels. Empirical research on the cognitive effects of mass media (Roberts 1971; Schank
and Abelson 1977) has shown that the mass media’s role is to transmit information that
helps the exposed individual to enhance their existing conceptualization of the world.
From the penetration of innovation model perspective, the media serves the same role as
in Rogers’s model, as carrier of information that contributes to the accumulation or
creation of knowledge or as deliverer of facilitator issues that influence the persuasion
process.
24

In conclusion, the proposed model for information-decision, called penetration of
innovation, is a dynamic process that aims to behavioral change (innovation adoption or
rejection) based on attitude change generated by a persuasive utilization of acquired and
stored knowledge obtained via mediated information or by experimentation. The
existence of non-knowledge based adoption inhibitors or adoption facilitators or
penetrators that influence adoption irrespective of the knowledge building or its
persuasive effect on the unit of adoption can alter the information-decision process.
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Table 2. The main differences between Rogers’s model of innovation-decision and
the penetration of innovation model
Rogers

Geana

Innovation-decision is a sequential process

Innovation-decision is a dynamic process,
with cyclical components

The individual is “open” to the innovation

The individual “opposes” the innovation

There are two changes in behavior: the
decision to adopt or reject and the decision
to use or not the innovation

There is one change of attitude (the
decision to accept or reject) and one change
of behavior (the decision to use or not the
innovation)

Communication channels influence all
stages of adoption

Communication channels only provide
information to be converted to knowledge
or carry messages that inform about
facilitators, inhibitors or penetrators.

Persuasion stage happens mainly trough
inter-personal channels

The persuasion process is a continuously
dynamic process dependant of the amount
of knowledge acquired. It doesn’t matter
the channel it came from but its source
(credibility, reliance)

Trialability is part of the decision process
(after persuasion took place)

Trialability is part of the knowledgegathering process

-

Facilitators (like intense positive emotions)
could influence the persuasion stage
irrespective or in conjunction with the
acquired knowledge

Knowledge stage is just the initial step
when the individual finds out and
understands the message about the
innovation

Knowledge stage is a dynamically induced
cycle in close relations with the persuasion
stage that determines active search or
increases exposure to information

Only at the level of the decision stage is
supplemental information sought

Knowledge about the innovation
continuously builds-up and this
accumulation is used as reference system
for every new piece of knowledge added

There is no clear explanation of the process
that determines non-implementation after
adoption.

The existence of inhibitors and penetrators
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Figure 6. A schematic diagram of the relationships within the penetration model.
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Extrapolating the model to a timeline, we obtain a cyclical model, initiated by a
piece of information on the innovation or by the perception of a need. According to
Rogers, the dissonance that appears engages the individual into a problem-solving state
that works toward decreasing the dissonance.
While in Roger’s model the steps are linear and sequential, in the penetration of
innovation model information generates knowledge that generates persuasion that could
generate information search… and so on, until a critical mass of persuasive knowledge is
obtained and the attitude change takes place followed, in the absence of an inhibitor, by a
change in behavior and the adoption of the innovation.

Figure 7. The innovation-adoption process according to the penetration model.
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Research Questions and Hypotheses

The proposed qualitative research is aimed at validating the model per se and also
at providing answers regarding some of the interactions between the three involved
components (information, knowledge and persuasion).
RQ1: Do individuals, when exposed to an innovation build a barrier towards its
adoption until they acquire sufficient knowledge that allows them to make an informed
decision about it?
RQ2: Is decision to adopt a staged process or is a cyclical process that builds
persuasive knowledge until it reaches a critical point where the adoption is accepted or
rejected?
RQ3: Are the three postulated layers of knowledge identifiable and do all of them
need to exist or a combination of them is also plausible?
RQ4: Do people exposed to an innovation need to try it after they are convinced
to adopt it or as part of their knowledge gathering process? Is vicarious trial as persuasive
as hands-on experience?
RQ5: There is a general valuable hierarchy of the persuasive value of each type of
knowledge or it varies according to the type of innovation?
The experimental component of the research will try to answer the following
research questions and test the next hypotheses regarding the penetration of innovation
model:
RQ6: Exposing participants to information about an innovation influences their
perceived knowledge about the innovation.
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RQ7: Each of the different types of information will have a distinct persuasive
effect.
RQ8: Exposure to different types of information will generate distinct patterns of
information search
H1: More specific the information about the innovation, the higher the influence
on perceived knowledge.
H2: In the specific case of a technological innovation, the highest the use of
innovation-related products, the highest the innovation acceptance level
H3: The higher the perceived credibility level of the information, the higher the
innovation acceptance level
H4: The higher the involvement with information search, the higher the
innovation acceptance level.
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STUDY ONE - QUALITATIVE RESEARCH

The Colon Cancer Story
According to CDC data, between 1950 and 2000 the percent of the US population
aged 65-74 years increased from 6% to 7% (within a population grow from 150 million
to 281 million) and a further substantial increase is expected for the first half of the 21st
century. It is estimated that this age group will reach 9% of the total US population by the
year 2040; by the middle of the century the 75+ years of age group will represent 12% of
the US population.
Colorectal cancer represents the second most common cause of death from cancer
in the United States. While its incidence is in decline for all ages, it remains an important
screening issue for persons over 60 years of age, with a probability of 2.360% of
developing colorectal cancer between 60 and 75 years of age . Early diagnosis of
colorectal cancer ensures survival rates of 90.4% on patients at the 5-year interval, while
diagnosis at an advanced stage has only 9% survival rates after the same period of time.
Despite the fact that screening methods are available for colorectal cancer, it is
estimated that less than half of the US residents aged over 50 years have ever received a
fecal occult blood test (FOBT) or an endoscope test: colonoscopy (COL) or
sigmoidoscopy (SIG) . Despite efforts by the CDC to promote screening procedures, it is
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estimated that low adherence rates are due to poor public awareness and acceptance of
current screening techniques (Walter R. Straus, Edward C. Mansley et al. 2005) .
The HINTS survey: Completed in December 2003 on a national representative
sample of respondents, the HINTS survey conducted by the National Cancer Institute
explores the American public’s use of cancer-related information. The full dataset
comprised 6369 respondents.
A. The most important finding of this study is that while most people, with some
differences across various demographic groups, are familiar with the term “colonoscopy”,
a much lower proportion of them realize that this is a major screening method for colon
cancer, most thinking that “nothing” detects it.
B. The other major finding with respect to the purpose of the study is that most
people reported not having a colonoscopy because “doctor didn’t recommend it”, or for
“no reason”. While the “no reason” issue is too generic and has to be addressed in the
long run through a multitude of tactics after a more fine-tuned exploration, the first
motive is more actionable in the short course.
In the specific case of colonoscopy as an innovation, a qualitative approach
explores the process through which adopters have decided to perform the procedure.
Using colonoscopy as the research subject for the qualitative inquiry explores the
robustness of the proposed model to support decisional patterns for situations loaded with
a higher degree of personal involvement and risk. The qualitative method provides more
flexibility for the conceptual map development; a complete conceptual relationships
scrutiny requires the detailed analysis of the intimate entities of the system. Such an
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analysis has the potential to highlight the fine relationships between the system players
and provide further support for conceiving a more accurate image of the system per se.
Such an analysis is even more imperative when we are dealing with complex
theoretical models like the penetrations of innovations model.

Personal statement
Being away from the consulting room for such a long time has made me somehow
forget the intensity of the interaction and the incredible difference in power that is at play
between doctor and patient.
I remember that being “on the white coats job” meant to raise a psychic barrier
between you and the outside world, barrier meant to protect you from the personal impact
of having to deal with suffering people. I realize now that that “protective” shell
represented also a communication barrier that its main role was to stop any information
that did not specifically address the diagnosis from reaching my reasoning system.
Looking back now I realized how “automatic” I was becoming – more like a machine
that you fed with essential information and it delivers a solution that not only has to be
perfect for the case but also has to be perceived as definitive and accepted as so by the
patient.
I think that this process, highly enhanced in medical education, creates not
necessarily better, but for sure more time-efficient physicians. This attitude, combined
with the load expectations that physicians are subjected to, actually stimulates the transfer
of some of the decision process from the physician to the patient itself, phenomenon
enhanced by today’s increased availability of medical information. Ironically, a better-
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educated patient does not necessarily means an easier task for the physician, but it allows
the patient to be more in control of the decision to perform, or not, a medical act. While,
nonetheless, it still delegates the final decision to the doctor’s expertise, the whole
acceptance process is becoming more complex and the potential of a significant
interaction within the process that could change the decisional outcome becomes more
likely.
Considering the above statements and especially my experience and interest in
medical communication, the decision to use a medical-related environment to test the
conceptual correctness of the Penetration of Innovations Model came naturally. The
decision on which possible “innovation” acceptance to use for the study was facilitated
by two closely related events:
Previous research conducted regarding addressability to colonoscopy services
The granted of funding from the Department of Surgery from the University of
Missouri School of Medicine to do research regarding colonoscopy acceptance.
Methodology
A constant comparative method of data analysis (each interview is analyzed
before continuing to the next one in order to provide operational categories for testing the
theory), provided the operational support for conducting the interviews.
Diffusion research traditionally uses this research method. Rogers emphasize,
“data-gathering methods for process research are less structured and might entail using
in-depth personal interviews. […] Seldom are statistical methods used to analyze the data
in process-research.” (Rogers 2003). Furthermore, in-depth or semi-structured interviews
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tend to be the best tool for motivational research, because it can be adapted to the current
situation at the moment the interview is conducted and it provides inquiry directions that
cannot be anticipated before the interview (Berger 1998).
The subject used for conducting the qualitative research is acceptance of
colonoscopy as cancer screening method for colon cancer.
Because the interview methodology on innovation-diffusion studies implies using
a recall mechanism, only persons that have undergone a colonoscopy served as
participants.

Recruitment
Sample characteristics: Boone County, Missouri residents of age 50 years and
over that have undergone a colonoscopy in the last month (the relatively short interval
ensures memory prevails regarding information search and persuasive process in order to
be usable in the study).
Patients that have undergone screening colonoscopies at the University Hospital
between February 10 and March 25, 2006 received recruitment materials in the form of a
recruitment letter and information about the research. The recruitment materials included
a self-addressed envelope to mail their intent to participate to the Health Communication
research center from the University of Missouri.
Sample size:
A number of 52 patients received recruitment materials during the data collection
period.
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The researcher received a number of 22 recruitment letters, out of which 17
persons completed interviews. Of the 17 completed interviews, one of them was with a
person that had undergone a follow-up colonoscopy for colon cancer treatment, not a
screening colonoscopy, so it was discarded from the final pool of interviews used for
research.

Final sample size: 16 completed interviews
Transana ver. 2.05 (developed by David Woods at the University of WisconsinMadison Center for Education Research), facilitated the transcription of the digitally
recorded interviews.

Data Analysis
The collected data undergo two types of analysis:
The three-step systematic procedure of coding developed by Strauss and Corbin
(1990): They suggested using three types of coding when analyzing data from interviews:
open coding, axial coding and selective coding.
It begins with the identification of open coding categories; a constant comparative
technique compares data with incidents and incidents to categories until a category is
saturated. The second step consists of axial coding – identifying a core category and reanalyzing the data in order to identify categories that relate to the core category by causal
conditions, contextual conditions, strategies and consequences. The relationships between
the categories will be graphically represented (Geana 2004).
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The last stage of the coding process is a modified selective coding – in which the
interrelation between categories in the coding paradigm are compared to the penetration
of innovation model.
NVivo, developed by Qualitative Solutions and Research Pty. Ltd of Melbourne,
Australia, assisted in the coding of the interviews. The reason to use a software for the
data analysis resides in the large amount of data that a qualitative research generates;
according to some researchers, cataloging and making inferences over separate text
documents could be an arduous task (Patton 2002). The usage of software for qualitative
data analysis is highly recommended by researchers in the field (Taylor and Bogdan
1998; Berg 2001).
NVivo will be used for the coding process, to conduct inferential analysis on the
coded text and also for the design of the conceptual map of the interaction between the
concepts identified during the analysis (Richards 2002).
The second type of analysis that will be performed on the interviews will analyze
the conceptual map of the aggregated interviews by using Catpac-Galileo ™ , a software
that identifies relationships between concepts by determining the distances between
concepts; the closer two concepts are, the less the psychological distances between them
(Woelfel and Fink 1980). The purpose of this analysis is to determine if performing the
analysis of the aggregated interviews identifies some of the relationships between
concepts as presented in the penetration of innovation model
According to Joseph Woelfel, the developer of the software (Woelfel 1998),
“Catpac is a self-organizing artificial neural network that has been optimized for reading
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text. Catpac is able to identify the most important words in a text and determine patterns
of similarity based on the way they are used in the text. It does this by assigning a neuron
to each major word in the text. It then runs a scanning window trough the text. The
neuron representing a word becomes active when the word appears in the window, and
remains active as long as the word remains in the window. The user sets the parameter
for the size of the window. (…) Technically, the pattern of connections among neurons is
a complete paired comparison similarities matrix, so it lends itself to the most powerful
and sophisticated statistical analyses.”
To facilitate the interpretation of the output of the Catpac-Galileo™ software,
Thought-View™ application, developed by the Galileo Company, plotted a graphical
display of the relationships between major identified concepts on 2D and 3D space.
Results – Content Analysis
The dataset consisted of 16 phone interviews, with a duration varying between 17
and 35 minutes. The transcribed interviews varied in length from 2690 characters to
11222 characters. Table 1 lists the characteristics of the participants:
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Table 3. Characteristics of interview participants
Age

First colonoscopy

Had sigmoidoscopy

Gender

50

Yes

No

Male

69

No

No

Male

49

No

Yes

Male

55

Yes

No

Female

52

Yes

No

Male

52

Yes

No

Male

64

No

Yes

Male

82

No

Yes

Male

52

Yes

No

Female

60

Yes

No

Female

57

Yes

No

Male

55

No

Yes

Male

63

Yes

Yes

Male

53

Yes

No

Female

59

Yes

No

Male

55

Yes

No

Female

The initial coding identified 150 separate coding concepts. It is important to note
that the “concept” did not address a word but a notion and represented the “principal
idea” of the coded paragraph. For example “I'm 64 years old yesterday and you know,

when you are in the 60s, you need to have the ‘up periscope’ screening” was coded as
Age is a determinant factor; the same coding received the following statement: “I was

aware that at this certain age I must have a colonoscopy “. These concepts provided a
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complete coverage of the transcribed text for all the interviews; concepts were
continuously added new concepts to an initial pool of 51 concepts identified after the
coding of the first interview. An example of coding using NVivo is presented in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Example of NVivo coding software.
A complete list of the coding concepts and their load as number of characters for
each of the articles is included in Appendix 1.
The 150 concepts identified after the coding of the 16 interviews were analyzed
and grouped into concept clusters. These concept clusters are representative of the
addressed concept and progressively added during the analysis. Further breakdown was
then performed within the concept clusters to look into concepts of opposed values (for
example “supportive” and “non-supportive”), then coded into separate categories.
A detailed list of the identified concept clusters and the concepts in each cluster is
presented in Appendix 1. A list of the concept clusters is presented in Table 4.
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Table 4. List of identified concept clusters
Concept Cluster

Number of concepts

Total character count

Opinion

2

1549

Fears/Concerns

8

5304

Outcome

10

8969

Technical

1

513

Experience related

9

6959

Outreach (post colonoscopy)

9

8618

Age

1

2847

Medical personnel

2

3439

Family

3

1132

Medical

1

1493

Decision time

13

7021

Helping decision

1

1590

Stopping decision

3

751

Information search

21

8679

Knowledge source

21

14338

Evaluation of information

16

10211

Community

3

5064

Rankings

13

2977

Information timing

3

934

Source evaluation

4

2983

The following analysis proposes to answer the research questions presented at the
beginning of this chapter. While it makes extensive use of the results of the coding
process conducted in NVivo, the analysis tailored the construction of a conceptual map of
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the generic decisional process, conceptual map presented as culmination of the current
qualitative inquiry.
While the selection of a health-related subject does respond to the personal and
academic interests of the researcher and constitutes an actual and interesting line of
research inquiry, it also represents a challenging testing ground for the Penetration of
Innovations Model.
The most-challenging element for the analysis, consequence of the subject
chosen, one that needs to be strictly kept in view for the analysis, is the degree of
personal involvement of the interview participants with the research subject. Common
sense suggests that it should be an obvious difference between deciding which digital
camera to buy and deciding to have a medical invasive procedure performed.
Concomitantly, focus must not be lost from the fact that the purpose of this
research inquest is the testing of a theoretical model. Being so the analysis will point out
the steps towards the decision process and will reserve for the end of the discussion the
involvement dimension and how it concords or not with the proposed model.
One of the first research observations made after the first couple of interviews that
kept surfacing repeatedly with each participant was that starting the colonoscopy
adoption process was strictly dependent on two major elements: previous knowledge
about the procedure and a triggering event.
A ubiquitous third element present for all the interviews is the consult with the
physician or the registered nurse – the medical professional that recommends the
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procedure, and has the power to start the administrative process that will ultimately be
concluded with the performing of the procedure.
This step is also characteristic for the adoption of a medical innovation: like a new
prescription drug, you need the recommendation of the physician in order to obtain it.
While it acts like a gatekeeper, and has an important role in the decision process
and as an information source, it is imperative to note that it can be bypassed if it is
perceived as providing input contrary to the personal perceptions of the participant:
“If the doctor had said that it is not a good idea to have a

colonoscopy at this time I probably would have consulted my other doctor
as well. I would have tried another specialist and make a decision on his
recommendation probably. I would have searched for another expert
opinion.”
As it can be seen from the analysis of the concept clusters, knowledge sources
covers by far the largest segment of interview time with the participants. With one
exception, in which the participant declared that it had no idea about colonoscopy before
talking to the doctor, all other participant had knowledge about the procedure, from one
or several sources:
“Well, I'm a gerontologist by trade, my area of expertise is aging-related
research, I have a PhD so I'm aware not only about this issues but also
about some other chronic problems related to aging, so I would say I was
pretty knowledgeable about this thing.”
“It was mostly... about everybody I talked to said that you should
do it every five years, so because I had 20 years from my last I was
starting to be concerned about it that maybe I was being dumb and just
decided to be cautious.”
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“…but for sure, it was in the media. I read articles in the RP
magazine and in the Wall Street Journal about health because they have a
health column.”
“I have been reading literature periodically through different
magazines and just being aware, I work at the university of Missouri
healthcare, so I am familiar with some of the risk factors, my family
history, and when the doctor said it, I decided to have the procedure
done.”
The analysis identified the following sources of previous knowledge about
colonoscopy; some of the participants do refer to all these knowledge levels while others
address only some of them:
a.

Knowledge from talking with a physician

b.

Knowledge from talking to peers

c.

Knowledge from previous experience

d.

Knowledge from media sources

These findings are consistent with the penetration of innovation model which
proposes three main categories of knowledge towards which new information is
compared or contributes to: experimental (or a posteriori knowledge), delivered (from
expert source) and produced (a posteriori), which could coexist or not.
Having the knowledge in place is not necessarily congruent with adopting the
innovation if that knowledge is not persuasive enough or there is a conflict between the
directions of the persuasive effect that it generates:
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For example, one of the participants had all the knowledge she required about the
procedure, but still she decided to postpone it for some time:
“I thought about having a colonoscopy before I went and talked to
my doctor.[…] I had been thinking about it very seriously since last June,
but I had some other problems, so I've been looking in other direction.”
Another participant, highly educated and knowledgeable, decided to postpone the
colonoscopy solely because of a previous negative experience with a similar procedure
over 25 years ago:
“The one I had 25 years ago it was very painful, and I had very
negative feelings about it…[…] I don't think that there is any doubt about
the fact that my previous experience had some negative impact at least in
me deciding when to have the colonoscopy; I am 100% sure that this is the
case.”
Another important element identified in the early phase of the colonoscopy
adoption process is the triggering element, a determinant criterion that prompts the
attitude change that ultimately generates the behavior change (innovation adoption). The
research identified four main types of triggers for the colonoscopy adoption: Age and
Doctor’s recommendation, Family history and Personal medical history.
One common feature of all the triggering elements is that they had a persuasive
effect strong enough to initiate the adoption process:
“I just wanted to know if everything it's right there or not. My
mother died of lung cancer and my father died of throat cancer, so you
know, you have to put the old genetics into play…”
“I was thinking about colonoscopy because I've had some
problems with my bowels and things like that. I am 52 years old and I had
a history of cancer in my family and because I had quite a medical history
so I decided it was smart to try it.”
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“I decided that I want a colonoscopy because I'm almost 53, I'll be
53 in August. I've always think that I'm a pretty healthy person, and I
didn't think I actually needed it, but to be realistic, at my age you've got
certain things need done.”
“Family history and recommendation by my family physician
made me decide to have a colonoscopy”
Looking back at the pattern of decision for the previously presented stages it can
be observed that the participants moved from a passive attitude (I know something about
colonoscopy) through a triggering event towards an active attitude (scheduled a
colonoscopy), or what could be considered the engaged state. This path is consistent with
the penetration of innovations model that implies that a change in attitude must happen
before the change in behavior, which is adopting the innovation (or having the
colonoscopy performed).
One discussion that needs highlighted regarding the penetration of innovations
model, in respect to the above observations, is the difference or similitude between the
triggering event and the “penetrator” as postulated in the model. According to the
penetration of innovations model, ‘penetrators’, ‘inhibitors’ and ‘facilitators’, three of the
“external” elements to the proposed model have no direct relationship to the knowledge
layers and they have an independent influence on the innovation-decision process. A
succinct analysis of the following two statements provides an exemplification:
Statement 1: “Family history and recommendation by my family physician made
me decide to have a colonoscopy”
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Statement 2: “I just received a letter from my HMO stating that if I don’t get a
colonoscopy in the next six months I’ll be denied health insurance”
As observed, the triggering element presented in the first statement is rooted in
previous knowledge (family history) and the recommendation by the physician. The
recommendation that is processed according to a personal reference system - that
includes but is not limited to the perception of physician’s qualifications, level of trust,
previous interaction with the physician, congruence of the recommendation with previous
knowledge.
By contrast, the second statement is just the enunciation of a fact that is
mandatory, which is not correlated to any previous knowledge nor leaves decision in the
hands of the patients (except the refusal). This constitutes an example of a ‘penetrator’
according to the Penetration of Innovations Model.
The interviews conducted with people that had undergone a screening
colonoscopy suggest that once the decision to undergone the colonoscopy is made, that is
the moment in which some of the previous stated or recently discovered concerns about
the procedure grow to be more pressing. While before deciding to have the procedure
performed people did explored some of those concerns as part of their knowledgeable
inquiry into what colonoscopy means, once in the engaged state everything becomes
more stringent, questions arise and answers need to be provided:
“I tried to get more information after I talked with the doctor. I
actually had quite a few questions about it. For example, he told me that I
have to drink water. I don't drink water, so it was really hard for me. It
was too much water for me to drink. I was concerned about the procedure,
I was so nervous. I was afraid that it was something wrong with me.”
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“I was basically more concerned with the procedure and the only
part of the procedure that I had a problem with.... I don't like general
anesthetics...”
“Because as I remember the first one was a very difficult
procedure both in the drinking of the liquid and in the waiting… [..] At
first I was just looking to see there are any alternatives to drinking the
liquid and I found that was one alternative which was much better for me
and then I wanted to see if there were any additional risks that I didn't
know about and I want to check on the anesthetics they used.”
The research identified two prominent types of concerns: ‘concerns about the
procedure’ and ‘concerns about the findings’. Some of the concerns about the procedure
also addressed the cost of the procedure and others the embarrassment with the
performing of the medical procedure.
The participants, with no exception, moved to the next step of information search
in order to try to find answers to the questions that the concerns generated. This process
involved different levels of complexity, ranging from those that only talked with the
doctor about their concerns and got their answers from the physician, to those that
performed extensive searches on the internet, talked with peers and even went to the
library.
While defining a typical pattern of information is impossible, the three major
information sources are the following: the physician or other authority, peers and the
media:
“I didn’t look in any journals or other sources of information to
find out what colonoscopy means, not the first time. This time I did look it
up on the Internet. […] I also talked with some friends that have been
through it. I talked with them mainly about the procedure. Another thing
that I forgot to mention is that I was checking on the Internet because I
have type 2 diabetes and I wanted to see how going without food would
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affect my blood sugar. […] I cannot remember any of the specific
websites I visited; I just put colonoscopy in Google and let the search
engine find the information.”
“I do have a heart stem that was put in about three years ago and of
course I researched that pretty good and read even a book about heart
disease and all the rest, but in this case I did nothing, actually. I think it
was my confidence in the description of it as a standard description by my
physician that perhaps played a role, my trust in him and his description of
the procedure. […]My physician, who is also my friend, was the only
source.”
“As far as looking for other information, I have talked to other
people that I have known they had had it. We talked about what the
procedure was, what discomfort was involved, of course drinking the
substance that ...., but my wife had had it done and several people in her
family had had it done and even some my co-workers at my work had had
it done, so I had talked to them.”
Concomitantly with the search for information, people did evaluate it by
comparing it with what they knew; during the interview, they were also able to tell the
researcher how important they thought the information they found played a role in their
final decision to undergone the colonoscopy. A clear demarcation was made by the
participants between the perceptions of the type of information different sources deliver,
with information from the doctor being mainly considered expert information, that from
peers, friends and family as being valuable because of their previous experience with the
procedure, and the one from media sources that covered a variety of subjects.
Fourteen out of the 16 interviews identified the physician as being an expert
source of information and 12 participant considered the information coming from their
peers as providing them with knowledge directly directed towards what the experience
with the procedure was:
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“Regarding the value of the information, the doctors emphasized it
was very important to have this done, so I would rank them the highest on a scale from 1 to 10, probably a 9 and my peers probably in the 5 to 6
range. Both the physician and my friends gave me very accurate
information; I had no miss-information form either of them.”
“I had a little, not extensively, contact with other people and
friends that had a colonoscopy; I knew that they have had it and we just
briefly discussed it. […] My search for information on the web was just a
general one, nothing specific, about what colonoscopy was and what the
test amounted to. Probably the information that I found on the internet was
more important for my decision than the one I got from my peers.”
“I would consider the physician as an expert. I can consider the
information I found on the internet as coming also from an expert source,
since I was looking under WebMD, not any other websites. [Regarding
my peers] I consider the information they gave me as reliable, I don't
know if it would be expert, some of them have been through it themselves,
so in that respect, yes. More like a vicarious experience, actually.”
“My husband is not necessarily an expert, but he is a medical
professional. His information provided me with an idea about what I was
going to experience.”
“I consider the information that the registered nurse and the doctor
gave me as being from an expert. The information from my friends and
my mom don’t consider medically as an expert, but I would say they had
the expertise of experiencing it. They were able to provide me with
information about the procedure per se.”
Another aspect of information search that proved important for those interviewed
regarding their colonoscopy adoption decision was the perceived informational benefit
and the support for the decision itself that the source of the information provided.
Twelve of the interviews highlighted the fact that information they have obtained
from the physician was beneficial, positive and accurate. For the information coming
from the peers, eight of the 16 participants found it as accurate and beneficial and ten
found it reassuring. Two participants found the information they gathered from the media
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as reliable, while four of them thought that the media created some ‘buzz’ that directed
their attention to use it as an information source.
“The reaction of my friends was a supportive reaction. The
physician that I talked to was also supportive.”
“The people I talked to supported my decision to have a
colonoscopy.”
“The reaction of my peers to me having a colonoscopy was very
positive and supportive.
Just by saying that it is a good idea, that they have known people
that themselves had it, which were concerned that early detection is the
key to treatment and just various things like that.”
One of the most important assumptions of the penetration of innovations model is
that the innovation-decision process is a sequential process, each piece of information
adding to the knowledge about the innovation that in turn is used to tune the acceptance
process. Furthermore, evaluation of the outcome of the information processing influences
the information search process itself. The analysis of the interviews suggested this pattern
of information utilization and indicated the fact that specific information received from
one source can generate information search within that source type or different ones. For
example, information received from the doctor will make an individual ask the doctor for
supplemental information, address the question to another expert, to peers or initiate the
media search for an answer. Some of the respondents provided direct testimony that even
they perceived the decision process as a cumulative process that culminated with the
colonoscopy:
“Yes, this was a cumulative process, the more information I got the
more decided I was to undergo the procedure.”
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Other participants estimated that they took the decision when they encountered
the trigger, so they said that they took the decision at once. While their observations are
accurate regarding their change of attitude, all of them performed some process of
information search afterwards. Some of them even agreed that they had thoughts about
renouncing to the colonoscopy or said that there were issues that could have surfaced on
their search that would stop them from having the procedure completed:
“No, I didn’t have any information about colonoscopy before
going to the doc, only what my wife told me, her experience, that you are
pretty much sedated and that she didn't minded as much as she did the
other one, so I took my decision right then, and the doctor set out the
appointment. […] I know that there is the possibility of a penetration, but
that is the only negative I know of regarding that procedure.”
“I do not know if the cost of the colonoscopy was an impediment
for me. My insurance took care of it. If I had to pay for it myself, or if it
became known if the instruments or whatever is not clean or sterilized
between unhealthy processes, I would probably not have a colonoscopy.”
One pertinent observation is that the researcher interviewed only with patients
that have performed the procedure, which are innovation adopters. According to the
innovation-decision process as enounced by Rogers (Rogers 1962), trying the innovation
is part of the post-adoption process and plays a role in the continuous acceptance or
rejection of the innovation. The Penetration of Innovations Model includes innovation
tryout (direct or in the form of vicarious experience) into the decision process itself.
In the case of a medical innovation which implies an invasive procedure and
which provides what can be perceived as a beneficial output, as is the case with
colonoscopy, the continuous adoption or post-adoption rejection per se is impossible of
evaluate.
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For this reason, in this particular case, it is interesting to analyze two dimensions
of the attitude post-colonoscopy: the correlation between expectations about the
procedure and the procedure itself and the outreach component after the procedure
(defined as the willingness to promote colonoscopy to peers).
Interesting, the major complaint about colonoscopy was not with the procedure
itself, but with the preparation period and especially having to drink one gallon of liquid
over a period of two hours. Nine out of the 16 participants complained about this; the
subject received the largest interview coverage from all the possible outcome-related
concepts (3866 characters out of 8969 characters for the entire concept cluster). The
majority of participants defined the procedure as being similar (five) or better (nine) than
their expectations:
“The actual experience that I had now; it was better compared to
my expectations.”
“It was unbelievable easy, it was... even exceeded my expectation
in terms of comfort and it was non-anxiety producing, it was almost as a
day off from work that I enjoyed. Now, the night before is another matter,
I don't know if you will have another set of questions about the s**t you
take in order to get rid of your s**t, but drinking a gallon of whatever that
was...”
“The actual experience compared to my expectations wasn't as bad
as I have feared, but it wasn't as comfortable as I was led to believe.”
There is no doubt in the fact that the participants interviewed were aware of the
benefits of the procedure. This component, combined with the dominant positive
experience with the procedure, created a positive attitude towards promoting colonoscopy
to their peers.
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Fifteen of the participants said that they would recommend colonoscopy to their
friends and four of them actually shared and compared afterwards their experience with
that of their friends that had experienced the procedure.
Evidently, the enlarged knowledge base and especially the experiential knowledge
gained after going trough the innovation-decision process and the procedure created some
very well defined opinions on what the best sources of information are. Asked where they
would recommend to their peers to go and ask for information about colonoscopy, 12 out
of 16 recommended the physician. The internet ranked second as the number of
participants that recommended it, with ten records. Incredibly, while 12 of the
participants said they have searched for information by talking to their peers about
colonoscopy prior to having the procedure, only one participant suggested peers as a
recommended source of information (although five of them said that they would give
people information about their experience if asked).

“If somebody would ask me right now where to go to get
information about colonoscopy, I would you tell them that, even though I
did not access online information, that would be probably what I would
recommend and that's what I normally would have done. I would also get
to share my personal experience much as my friend did to me, I wouldn't
hesitate to do that... and I would probably tell them to go and talk with
their own physician, but it depends on their age and their health probably
more than anything else.”
“If somebody would ask me what to do where to find information
about colonoscopy, I would you tell them to go to their family doctor. […]
In my opinion, he is the professional and other sources of information may
not be as advised as he is.”
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The penetration of innovations model emphasizes on the fact that three distinct
types of knowledge with distinctive persuasive effects can be identified, depending on the
source of information that feeds those specific knowledge categories. While the analysis
of the interviews for the colonoscopy adoption decision identified these three distinct
categories, further research should explore in more detail the specific persuasive effect of
each type of knowledge. Nevertheless, and to the researcher’s surprise, the analysis of the
interviews did provide an insight into the persuasive dimension of experiential
knowledge.
While providing an affirmative answer to the question if this was their first
colonoscopy, four of the participants mentioned that, at least ten years ago, had
experienced a rigid sigmoidoscopy. This direct experience with a procedure that
addressed the same anatomical region as colonoscopy, and the knowledge it generated,
had a profound impact in their decision to undergo the actual colonoscopy:
“I had a sigmoidoscopy about 25 years ago.
The one I had 25 years ago it was very painful, and I had very
negative feelings about it, I'm not so sure it was really required, and I
think it was just standard thing that the doctor wanted to be done; it
produced nothing, and, if anything, that experience probably made me put
this thing off more than wanting to do it at all and I was quite surprised
when my physician began describing the procedure, and it sounded so
very different than what I previously experienced.
I don't think that is any question about the fact that my previous
experience had some negative impact at least in me deciding when to have
the colonoscopy; I am 100% sure that this is the case.”
“I had another one 15 years ago; the first one was very unpleasant.
This one was fine, but I was very hesitant to having it.”
Furthermore, not directly experiencing the procedure, but having a
intimate knowledge of it could be a very persuasive element in deciding to
undergo the procedure:
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“In 1974, I worked at Ellis Fischel, which was then the state cancer
hospital, I worked in the admissions department and they did all the
admissions physical exams in just curtained cubicles. And when they were
doing colonoscopies, they were doing them with the rigid sigmoidoscope,
and you could hear people shrieking in pain. And that was kind of.... it
gave me nightmares, I didn't want to do it because of those memories.
My experience with a previous procedure, somehow related to the
current one, prevented me from having a colonoscopy. I never had the
procedure before, but I could hear people having the procedure.”
This example provides the support for the penetration of innovations model
assumption about a layered barrier that naturally opposes to the innovation. Although a
previous experience existed that generated knowledge about a similar procedure (so the
knowledge layer was thick), the traumatic experience had a negative persuasive effect on
the innovation adoption process (thus making the layer less permeable). This ‘increased
density’ of the layer prevented the innovation adoption from taking place, even though
other knowledge layers were permeable for it and the perception about the benefit of the
procedure was a positive one:
“I talked with people before talking with the nurse, because the
nurse practitioner is trying to get me to do it [the colonoscopy] for the last
5 years, because I am 55 and she said that I really should have the first one
at 50.
I think that any piece of information that I got in a way persuaded
me a little bit more to have the procedure done it was... Hearing from
various people that the procedure was not as I had perceived it was
beneficial. And even thou intellectually I knew it wasn't going to be the
same way as it was 25 years ago when they used no anesthesia or pain
medication, it was something that I hardly decided... Finally, since [I was
convinced that] the procedure was changed I thought that I should go
ahead and do it.”
The current analysis of the innovation-adoption process identified in the 16
interviews conducted with people that had undergone a colonoscopy was completed by
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using NVivo’s model builder feature to build a concept map of the decision process. This
concept map is presented in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Concept map of the colonoscopy decision process.
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Results - Cognitive map development
The purpose of the next analysis applied to the interviews is to provide an
objective evaluation of the key concepts enunciated by the participants in the study. As
opposed to the subjective coding of the interviews based on concepts identified by the
coders, the current method of analysis is an automated process that uses complex
mathematical functions and neural network theories to identify key concepts and map
those concepts on a two or three-dimensional space.
Catpac ™ developed by Galileo Company will be used for this analysis, software
developed and used for more than 30 years to study social phenomena, cognitive an
cultural processes (*** 2006):
“Catpac, is a unique proprietary algorithm that does not search for previously
noted patterns, nor does it apply any rules from any theory. Instead, its unique neural
algorithm learns what patterns are in the text as it reads it, just as a human being would.
It’s free of theoretical and personal biases, and independent of the language it’s reading.
It works in Chinese, or in French, or in Hindi as well as it does in English or Spanish.”
The software is developed at the School of Informatics at the University at
Buffalo, State University of New York. It has been previously used in communication
research (Woelfel and Danes 1980; Barnett, Wigand et al. 1981) and has proven
extremely useful in identifying concept clustering and the effects of information on the
interattitudinal structures related to attitude change (Dinauer and Fink 2005).
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Similar to the procedures used by Pierce-Colfer et. al in their study of people’s
perception of forests (Colfer, Woelfel et al. 2001) the Catpac-Galileo ™ software will be
used to analyze the interviews and:
1.

Extract the concepts from the text

2.

Draw a cognitive map of the studied concepts

It is expected that this cognitive map will accurately represent the cognitive image
that people have regarding colonoscopy and the proximity between the most important
concepts.
A single text document compiled the 16 interviews. Because of the relationships
between interviews (each interview was influenced by the previous one regarding some
of the notions that were explored), the interviews were added to the compiled document
in the order they were conducted. The compiled interview had a length of 95371
characters.
For the analysis, the Catpac™ software was run using the default settings. An
excluding file, containing words that should not be considered in the analysis
(prepositions, conjunctions, conjunctive adverbs and relative pronouns) was prepared and
loaded into the software. The Catpac™ output is in the form of a concept table and a
dendogram. The concept table is presented in Figure 10 and the Dendogram in Figure 11.
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Figure 10. Concept map – Catpac ™ output

Figure 11. Dendogram – Catpac ™ output
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While the dendogram is a good tool for the visualization of concept loads in the
analyzed text, it does not provide any information about the concept clustering.
To solve this problem we inputted Catpac’s™ output into Thought-View™
application. The two-dimensional representation of the cognitive map is presented in
Figure 12.
Figure 12. Two-dimensional representation of cognitive map.

Four distinct concept clusters can be observed in Figure 12:
1.

First-Experience-Talk-Friends-People-Know-Colonoscopy

2.

Decided-Told-Talked-Years-Procedure-Physician-Doctor-Information-Me

3.

Opinion-Having-Thought-Consider-Expert

4.

Good-Cancer-Actually-Time
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The three-dimensional display feature of the software provides a better display of
the distance between concepts (Figure 13).
Figure 13. 3-D display of cognitive map.

The three-dimensional representation of the cognitive map highlights some
interesting features. The first observation is the relative separate position of the CANCER
concept, as somewhat central point surrounded by the other concept clusters.
Furthermore, we have now the possibility to observe that, based on concept
proximity, there are actually five concept clusters that can be identified:
1.

People-Experience-Colonoscopy-First-Friend-Talk-Know

2.

Physician-Doctor-Information-Me

3.

Procedure-Talked-Years-Decided

4.

Consider-Expert-Opinion

5.

Time-Actually-Good
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The results of the cognitive map provided by the neural networks theory analysis
provides an interesting insight not only into how perceived concepts are related, but also
adds weight to the previous qualitative inquiry and to the Penetration of Innovations
Model.
There are distinct separate concept clusters approximated to two of the knowledge
layers stipulated in the Model: the Expert (Delivered) knowledge (Consider-ExpertOpinion) and the Experimental layer (People-Experience-Colonoscopy). While there is
no concept cluster approximated to the Produced Knowledge layer of the model, the
Physician-Doctor-Information-Me could be a close approximation that could refer to both
the Delivered and the Produced layer. The fact that some of the participants did not
identified the physician as being an expert and needed further reassurance for their
decision process actually orients the interpretation of this concept cluster as being closer
to the Produced layer of the Model. Also the fact that the vast majority of participants,
although considered the physician’s opinion as expert opinion, did some postconsultation research about colonoscopy:
“No I would not really consider the physician an expert. I'd say
that any kind of a recommendation a doctor might make...it was more their
standard preventative type of thing. I don't know if he was any real expert
in colon cancer or even colonoscopy.”
“I do not consider doctor’s opinion as an expert opinion because
the older I get the more is that I find that physicians don't know everything
and especially if it's out of their area of expertise. My physician is a
gynecologist, actually my primary physician is an internal medicine
specialist, and both of them mentioned colonoscopy to me, but it's not
their area of expertise, so if I had a problem I was seek someone else,
though”
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The two remaining concept clusters are harder to interpret. Based on the
qualitative analysis conducted previously, the Procedure-Talked-Years-Decided is
probably an indicator of the cumulative process of decision, a factor that provides further
support for the Penetration of Innovations Model.

The final cluster Time-Actually-Good could be interpreted in respect to being the
closest to the Cancer concept. Based also on the observations made while conducting the
previous qualitative analysis, performing the colonoscopy at the right time is perceived
by the majority of the participants as an essential event which identifies possible
problems and provides the much-needed peace of mind.

Discussion

The results of the qualitative research suggest that the innovation-decision process
happens in a way that is consistent with the penetration of innovation model. The
discussion addresses the following research question:
RQ1: Do individuals, when exposed to an innovation build a barrier towards its
adoption until they acquire sufficient knowledge that allows them to make an informed
decision about it?
RQ2: Is decision to adopt a staged process or is a cyclical process that builds
persuasive knowledge until it reaches a critical point where the adoption is accepted or
rejected?
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RQ3: Are the three postulated layers of knowledge identifiable and do all of them
need to exist or a combination of them is also plausible?
RQ4: Do people exposed to an innovation need to try it after they are convinced
to adopt it or as part of their knowledge gathering process? Is vicarious trial as persuasive
as hands-on experience?
RQ5: There is a general valuable hierarchy of the persuasive value of each type of
knowledge or it varies according to the type of innovation?

Our first research inquiry addressed the question if individuals, when exposed to
innovation, build a barrier towards its adoption until they acquire sufficient knowledge
that allows them to make an informed decision about it.
To be able to provide a more comprehensive answer to the question, it is useful to
look at the penetration of innovations model when applied to the colonoscopy adoption
issue as a two-stage process – the change in attitude towards the decision to adopt and the
adoption per se. This approach is fully compliant with the penetration model.
The research results imply that two latency periods, each having an information
search and knowledge-building component, are part of the decision process: first, a
knowledge-building period, from the moment first information about colonoscopy
reaches the individual to the instance when he purposely addresses the doctor about
colonoscopy (or the practitioner presents colonoscopy as an option). The second period is
a confirmation period in which the individual with a changed attitude (engaged
individual) enters the active phase of information search to build the knowledge that will
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support (or reject) his decision. This second period, driven by the imminence of
undergoing the colonoscopy, culminates with the completion of the procedure.
The findings suggested by the current research is that, although we are observing
an innovation that has a life-saving potential, the perceived invasive nature of the
procedure plays an important role into how decision to adopt is taking place. It should not
be forget that the main reason of the colonoscopy, for the specific population of people
50 years of age and older, is of screening purposes. Moreover, an important apprehensive
component is present in some of the participants regarding possible findings of the
screening procedure: do I really want to know that I maybe have cancer?
The penetration of innovation model acknowledges the value of previous related
experience in the decision process, as a possible component of one of the knowledge
layers of the adoption barrier. The research has shown the strong impact that experience
can have on innovation adoption – some of the participants have waited 25 years until
they gathered enough knowledge and it became persuasive enough to make them decide
to adopt. It is evident that the results of the qualitative research provide an affirmative
answer to our first research question.
The second research question addresses if decision to adopt is a staged process or
is a cyclical process that builds persuasive knowledge until it reaches a critical point
where the adoption is accepted or rejected.
The answer to this question, based on the results of the current research, is that
reaching the decision to adopt seems to be a combination of a staged process and a
cyclical one, at least in the case of colonoscopy adoption. At the same time, a definition
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of “staged process” is required before any discussion goes forward. If staged process is
understood in the sense used in the innovation-diffusion model postulated by Rogers
(Rogers 1962), in which knowledge needs to reach a certain mass before even
considering its persuasive effect, then the present research suggests that that kind of
staged process is unlikely to happen. If staged process id defined mainly as a “cumulative
process”, more consistent with the penetration of innovation model, then this research
suggests that people do recognize the fact that their search for information, from different
sources, was interrelated with them analyzing the bits of added knowledge from a
persuasive perspective. As some of our interviews have shown, even when doing active
information search people are aware of the value of the information and consider it in the
moment they receive it. Furthermore, that information contributes to the enhancement of
their reference system used for the evaluation of any new informational input received.
Regarding the innovation adoption viewed as a cyclical process, the research
indicates as likely that information received generates information search, to a different
extent and for variable periods. Additionally, as the penetration of innovation model also
suggests, it can generate information search in the same knowledge layer or in parallel
layers, clearly driven by the innovation valence and by the perceived need of the
individual as to what kind of information he needs in order to reach a decision.
It should not be overlooked that each informational bit received comes loaded
with more than just the information by itself – depending of the individual knowledgebased reference system and psychic profile it can also carry an emotional load or its
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importance level could be differently appraised – that could stimulate, inhibit or modify
any subsequent search patterns, thus influencing the cyclical process.
The appraisal of the procedure by two of our participants constitutes a perfect
example:
“The information that the physician gave me did not raise any
concerns, other that I was going to lose my virginity. I was fine with it.”
(Male, 57 years old, first colonoscopy)
“I was concerned about the procedure, I was so nervous. I was
afraid that it was something wrong with me. (…) I was more concerned
about what they may find and I was embarrassed about the procedure
itself.” (Female, 60 years old, first colonoscopy)
The third research question makes a direct reference to the penetration of
innovation model and asks if three layers of knowledge are identifiable and if all of them
need to exist or a combination of only some of them is also plausible.
Both the concept map of the decision process constructed based on the qualitative
analysis conducted on the interviews using NVivo and the cognitive map created by the
Catpac-Galileo ™ software suggest that knowledge strata do exist and can be branded
based on conceptual characteristics.
While the “delivered” and “experiential” strata were evident layers, the
substantiation provided by the research inquiry for the “produced” knowledge is more of
a circumstantial nature. There was not a clear delimitation as to what type of knowledge
the information from media sources and the information received from the physician
(when not perceived as an expert) produces and how the respondent perceive it. Future
research will look into this issue.
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Regarding the required co-existence of all layers, the penetration of innovation
model do consider the penetration barrier as being able to hold the three proposed
knowledge layers, but no requirement is made that all three of them should. The research
suggests that if the innovation-decision process has enough time for implementation,
ultimately all these three strata will exist within the barrier. The interviews with persons
that have known about colonoscopy for some time (but not adopted it) are supportive of
the fact that within the process of attitude change and especially in the post-engagement
confirmation period, the information searching patterns address these three proposed
layers. For those with a shorter time of exposure to the innovation, the predominant layer
is congruent with the initial information source (heard about colonoscopy from peers that
have undergone it, from the doctor that suggested it or watched Katie Couric getting hers
live on TV). Depending on the time frame for the progress from passive to engaged to
adopter, information search could address one or several of the proposed knowledge
layers.
Furthermore, one element that was identified as an important covariant for both
the activation of the information search and the subsequent number of cycles (according
to the penetration of innovation model) that the individual needs to go trough before the
adoption decision is made is the credibility of the information source and its perceived
trustworthiness. Further research will explore this dimension of the adoption process that
could be particularly important, especially when dealing with health-related innovations.
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The fourth research question addresses the issue of experiential knowledge.
Contrasting the innovation-decision model, the proposed penetration of innovation model
considers experiential knowledge as part of the barrier involved in the decision process,
and not as part of the post-adoption decision process.
This question could seem somewhat strange to ask in the context of a medicalrelated innovation, and especially one that involves an invasive procedure as is the
colonoscopy. On the other hand, the perceived importance of the procedure itself plays a
definitive role in the innovation-adoption process, so any kind of experiential-related
information is extremely important for the decision.
The research has highlighted the incredible weight that both direct experience
(with a related procedure, not the actual innovation) and vicarious experience (from peers
that have undergone the procedure) plays in the adoption process. In addition, the valence
of the knowledge-generating information seems to be another dimension that influences
both its usability and degree of impact on the innovation process. For example, positive
direct or vicarious experience does stimulate the adoption process (measured by both
direct appraisals by the participants of the supportive value of the received information
and by post-colonoscopy outreach attitude). On the other hand, previous experiential
knowledge perceived as having a negative persuasive effect is a strong limiting element
of the adoption process, with direct influence on the length of the adoption process (the
completed number of cycles before adoption). A strong negative experience could be so
significant that it can affect even the information search component of the adoption
process and make the delay the effectiveness of a consciously perceived triggering
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event). One of the participants stated that, although he was aware of the need to have the
colonoscopy, his previous experience was so negative that he refused to search for
information or be exposed to any kind of information about colonoscopy. It took him 25
years and a lot of knowledge on the positive persuasive side to convince him to adopt
finally.
The second part of the research question addresses the issue of effect comparison
between direct experience and vicarious experience. The research indicates as likely that
direct experience is a stronger decision driver than vicarious experience. Nevertheless,
under specific circumstances vicarious experience could be as persuasive as direct
experience. Source credibility, perceived emotional proximity of the source (peers,
friends or family) and source trustworthiness all play a role into how much weight the
received information gets and on its impact on the adoption barrier. A woman that
participated in our research, although she had never experienced a colonoscopy herself,
was indirectly exposed long time ago to the struggles of patients having a similar
procedure performed:
“(…) you could hear people shrieking in pain. And that was kind
of... it gave me nightmares, I didn't want to do it because of those
memories.”
Her experiential knowledge barrier, built upon the indirect exposure that she had
22 years ago, prevented her from undergoing a colonoscopy for over five years,
irrespective of the insistences of her attending physician. Her information gathering
process (including an important amount of vicarious experience from friends and family)
overcome this obstacle.
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The fifth research inquiry questions if a general hierarchy of the persuasive value
of each type of knowledge exists or it varies according to the type of innovation.
The research suggests that a hierarchy of the persuasive effect of each type of
knowledge exists, but is influenced less by the type of knowledge itself then by the
persuasive interpretation that each individual gives to it. During the analysis of the
interviews, it has become apparent that some participants consider more influential in
their decision the information from their physician while the accurate description of the
procedure made by friends is more persuasive for other participants. Some rank higher
the information from the media than what they were able to find from talking to their
peers, some don’t.
It is possible that a similar research enterprise conducted on a statistically
significant sample of the population will be able to identify some common hierarchical
patterns that could help somehow classify populations. The current research, although it
did identify the existence of a personal hierarchical scale regarding the persuasive effect
of acquired knowledge, it did not provide enough support for any assumptions about its
value for the penetration of innovations model.
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STUDY TWO - QUANTITATIVE RESEARCH

Personal Statement

In 1987 I was attending a medical conference.
I remember I got there late, the place was packed and I was trying to find a place
to sit. In order to get an idea about the place, imagine a European palace, 150 years old,
and a semi-circular room of about 80 feet in height, with 30 feet windows, a ceiling
covered with sculptures and a 2000 pounds crystal chandelier hanging from a chain in the
middle of the ceiling. A small wooden podium in one of the extremities of the room, in
front of a black board and series of elegant wood benches that stretch stepwise from the
podium to the walls. The room has also a circular balcony where more wood benches
accommodate an interested audience.
Welcome to the Large Amphitheater at the Bucharest School of Medicine!
After a quick look at the crowd, I realized that my only chance resided at the
balcony. I climbed the stairs and I managed to find a place to sit, at the extremity of one
of the benches. I was so happy that I found a place to sit that I didn’t pay too much
attention as to whom was sitting next to me. I also remember now that it was winter, and
everybody was holding their coats in their laps… anyhow, to make a short story long,
when I looked to my left I realized I was sitting next to one of my professors, Dr. Purice,
a world-renowned specialist in internal medicine. The American reader needs to
understand that access to your professors in a French-based educational system was more
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than limited, especially in medical school. And Professor Purice was considered one of
the best teachers of internal medicine, and you had to go to his classes half an hour earlier
just to have a chance to find a place to sit. I think he was about 70 years back then. He
knew me, so we started talking about classes, and about medicine and a little about life. I
don’t remember what the conference was about, but I clearly remember me (a fourth year
medical school student buried under a ton of readings for class) asking him how does he
manage to keep up to date with medical journals and being all the time active and in
search of information? How is that, after 40 years of practicing medicine, he still feels the
urge to read and what else is there for him to find?
I remember him smiling and telling me that the more he studies, the more he reads
and more cases he treats, the more he realizes that he doesn’t know medicine as well as
he thought he did before reading the new book or attending to a new patient. So he keeps
going studying with the hope that he will be able to catch up some day.
Unfortunately, several years down the road, time caught up with him before he
was able to fulfill his quest.
I never thought about this episode before starting to analyze the data for my
experimental research.
I smiled and I hope that, wherever he is right now, Professor Purice smiles too,
because, after almost 20 years, I managed to provide a statistical demonstration to his
conundrum: why the more you learn, the less you know!
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Methodology
One of the assumptions of the penetration of innovation model is that the
information received by various channels is roughly structured in three major types that
produce specific effects. These types are:
Expert information – this is information carrying “pre-digested” or “external”
knowledge, from an entity recognized as an expert for the issue that the information
addresses.
Incidental information – this is information not generated by expert source or
which is different from information that is similar to that obtained by actively trying the
innovation (actual try or vicarious experience). The knowledge generated by this kind of
information is highly dependant of the internal reference system of the user.
Experiential – this information, direct or vicarious, is pertinent to knowledge
related to the actual use of the innovation.
Building upon knowledge acquisition theories, the penetration of innovations
model states that the more pertinent the information received is to the innovation itself,
greater the resulted knowledge. Furthermore, each type of knowledge (Expert, Incidental
or Experiential) has distinct effects on both persuasion and decision to adopt and each
type of knowledge generates different patterns of involvement of the subject exposed
with information search. Contrasting Everett Roger’s model, the penetration of
innovation model of innovation acceptance states that mainly dynamic processes
contribute to create knowledge pertinent to innovation adoption. That process entail that
persuasive appraisal of knowledge resulted from the processing of received information
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generates a reaction that stimulates supplemental information search and/or a change in
the decision to adopt (or reject) the innovation.
Furthermore, interpretation and usage of information depends upon previous
knowledge (used to build internal reference systems), information credibility levels and
personal characteristics related to openness toward innovation.
The following research questions and hypotheses address the above statements:
RQ6: Exposing participants to information about an innovation influences their
perceived knowledge about the innovation.
H1: More specific the information about the innovation, the higher the influence
on perceived knowledge.
H2: In the specific case of a technological innovation, the highest the use of
innovation-related products, the highest the innovation acceptance level
H3: The higher the perceived credibility level of the information, the higher the
innovation acceptance level
RQ7: Each of the different types of information will have a distinct persuasive
effect.
RQ8: Exposure to different types of information will generate distinct patterns of
information search
H4: The higher the involvement with information search, the higher the
innovation acceptance level.
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An experimental approach using pretest-posttest and posttest-only control group
designs is used to test the influence of the three proposed categories of information on the
innovation-decision process.
Two main reasons favored the use of the online environment:
(a) Both computers and the internet are ubiquitous for the age group this
experiment is directed to – college students 18 to 35 years of age and
(b) Online delivery will allow the researchers to administer the experiment in an
environment familiar to the subjects and provide the programming tools required for
design. Because all participants have access to the university’s high-speed network,
downloading speeds do not constitute an impediment for conducting the experiment.
One of the challenges of designing such an instrument is to select the proper
experimental subject and treatments. The most appropriate type of innovation used in the
experimental research was determined by conducting several semi-structured interviews
with potential subjects from the targeted population. This preliminary research suggested
that using an innovation with a higher degree of novelty or one that implies a lot of
technical or scientific knowledge does not constitute a viable option considering the
dedicated timeframe of the online experiment. A review of current trends and
developments in science and of technological advances with the highest social impact
over the last 20 years (for the targeted group) revealed that those were in fact
improvements or new uses of previous existent technologies (the digital camera, mp3
players, cell phones etc). The decision to use a technological innovation in the area of
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telecommunications as the main theme for the experimental research instrument
originates in this previous research.
Current trends in cell phone technologies are moving this device away from being
only an apparatus that allows you to “talk” to somebody else; in recent years the
emphasis is to evolve the cell phone into a personal “communication and entertainment
device” (Nickson 2005).
The design of the dummy product (the VGSM300 – based on real life product
specifications) constituted the next step, while expert-based scientific information,
adapted press releases, and pop-culture-type information represented the experimental
treatments.
Although a posttest-only control group design will be used to answer the vast
majority of the research questions, previous knowledge or experience with similar
innovation could represent an important covariant in how information is understood,
processed and used in the innovation-decision process. The administration of a general
technology usage survey 72 hours prior to the release of the online experiment allowed
the researcher to measure previous knowledge and to control for the priming effect of the
questionnaire on the experimental instrument. Concomitantly, the initial survey provided
a recruiting tool for the experiment, with only those that participated in the first
questionnaire receiving by email the link to the online experiment.
Two installments accounted for the data collection activity. The first one involved
only journalism students and lasted for seven days and the second installment included all
the university students and also lasted for seven days (in both installments the first three
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days were reserved to collect responses to the first questionnaire and the next four days
for the administration of the online experiment).
To account for the variation in knowledge of those exposed to the experimental
treatments compared to the general population, a random sample of students completed
only the first questionnaire and, after at least 72 hours, completed a short survey asking
for their perceived knowledge about the technology used in the experiment. These
students represented the control group for the perceived knowledge-gain related questions
(pretest-posttest experimental design). They did not participate in the experimental
treatment.

The Pre-Experiment Questionnaire
Instrument overview.
Presented in the form of a general technological information survey, this
questionnaire’s purpose was to test for cell phone ownership and cell phones feature
usage, general cell phone knowledge and opinion about cell phones. The questionnaire
also explored the participant’s interest in advances in audio-video-cell phone technology
and their perceived buying pattern in respect to the amount of research they conduct prior
of making a buying decision. It also included questions about computer and PDA, digital
cameras and camcorders, and gaming console ownership and usage. Appendix 8 displays
a copy of the questionnaire.
Survey Artisan (www.surveyartisan.com), an online survey builder and data
collection instrument developed by the researcher provided the environment for the
design and administration of the questionnaire. The application allows registered users to
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create online surveys using various question-building tools and provides hosting for data
collection. The estimated time required for the participants to complete the survey was
five minutes.

Participant recruitment.
In order to reach the targeted population, the researcher used the university’s mass
email system. One email reached all the graduate and undergraduate students enrolled in
the School of Journalism; another one, using the University of Missouri Info services
provided by IATS, addressed all graduate and undergraduate students from the University
of Missouri. The release date of the mass email to the entire student population coincided
with the completion of the data collection from the journalism students.
A draw for six $100 prizes from those subjects that successfully completed both
the first questionnaire and the online experiment stimulated the student’s participation.
Each participant had to input their name and email prior to completing the
questionnaire, serving both as an identifier for the draw and as a unique key that allowed
the researcher to compile first questionnaire’s data with the data from the online
experiment for each participant.
The first mass email generated 326 completed questionnaires and the second one
generated 468 completed questionnaires. A random selection process allocated 100
students to a pretest group. Instead of the experimental treatment, they received a link to
a short four-question online survey measuring their perceived knowledge about cell
phones.
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The Online Experiment
Overview of the instrument.
A customized application, designed and programmed specifically for this
research, administered the online experimental treatments. Appendix 9 includes an
example of the source code for the online experimental application.
The application needed to comply with the following requirements:
•

To present respondents with a random choice of treatments out of

two treatments for each information-type group (2 x 3 = 6).
•

To present those treatments to the respondents in random order.

•

To randomly allocate respondents to the control group.

•

To present to respondents in the control group control treatments in

random order.
•

To deliver multimedia files over the internet as part of one

treatment, in a format available for both Windows and Macintosh platforms.
•

To provide an alternative option (vicarious experience) to

participants that encounter problems downloading the multimedia files.
•

To administer a set of questions after each treatment and after the

delivery of all treatments and record the answers.
•

To provide the respondent with a graphical interface that will allow

him/her to input responses on a -100 to 100 or 0 to 100 scale.
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•

For validation purposes, to record the time spent by each

participant with each treatment as well as the total duration of the experiment.
•

To export collected data in a dataset format that is accessible to

statistical software.
The programming language chosen to develop this application was PHP
(www.php.com). HTML provided the programming language for the user interface, while
MySQL (www.mysql.com) furnished the coding for the database. Both PHP and MySQL
are open source software. The implementation of some modules from third parties that
allow free use of their codes for academic purposes completed the setup of the dedicated
online application.
Special credit resides with Mihai Cernusca (Schaumburg Institute of Arts) for the
support in the programming and interface design. www.defypro.net provided free online
hosting for the experiment and data collection.

Description of the online experiment.
When a participant accesses the website he/she is presented with the a short
description of the experiment, a disclaimer of the risks involved in participating in the
research and is invited to choose the multimedia type depending upon the platform that
he/she is using when accessing the experiment website (Windows or Macintosh). After
making the multimedia type selection, the respondent must input their name and email
address. This mandatory step provides the unique key that will allow compilation of
experimental data with the respondent’s data from the first questionnaire administered 72
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hours prior. Each respondent automatically receives a unique session key that will
provide identification of respondent’s treatments in the database.
A validation process takes place to ensure that the participant has completed the
name and email fields. After this process is completed, the participant is presented with a
page with an article about the VGSM300 video phone (the innovation). The text with this
priming treatment is presented in Appendix 2. The tone of the article is a neutral tone,
formatted as a news story, similar to what they would have read on a newspaper or an
online news service. The evaluation of five different texts during each of eight pretest
interviews conducted with members of the target population decided the content and
structure of the initial information delivered to the participants, which was afterwards
tested for neutral value during the pretest conducted to test the experimental instruments.
After reading the article, the respondent has to state their decision to purchase a
VGSM300 cell phone based on the information they have just received. Their have to
input their decision on a scale from 0 (Not at all) to 100 (Buy now), using a graphical
interface in the form of a continuous-scale slider, with its value displayed in real time on
top of it.
Figure 14. Example of slider
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Six experimental treatments and three control treatments were prepared for the
online experiment. Each information type as defined in the theoretical model (Expert,
Experiential and Incidental) has two associated treatments: a positive one (highlighting
benefits or features of the new cell phone) and a negative one (highlighting deficiencies
with the cell phone). The Experiential treatments consisted of the same multimedia
(video) file processed as a good quality and a poor quality video and audio.
Thirty people with the demographic characteristics similar to the target population
participated in a pretest of a set of 24 treatments in order to choose the treatments that
more closely relate to the experimental categories. The pretest also selected treatments
based on their perceived positive or negative influence on the opinion about an
innovation. The selected experimental treatments registered the highest answer
load/specified category and highest opposing persuasive effect.
The selected experimental treatments used are presented in Appendix 3.
Each participant received only one treatment from each type of information
(Expert, Experiential and Incidental) either positive or negative. The computer randomly
selected the treatment and the delivery order. On a proportion of one to five, the
computer also randomly allocated participants to the control group. The control group
received in random order three treatments that delivered only general information about
cell phones. The control treatments used are presented in Appendix 4.
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Vicarious experience was presented to those that could not access the multimedia
files. The vicarious experimental treatments are presented in Appendix 5.
After each of the three administered treatments the respondents were asked to
answer several questions regarding the impact of the information they have just received
on their opinion about the VGSM300 and also they current decision to purchase the
phone considering the same information.
A graphical interface (slider) on a scale from -100 (convinced not to purchase) to
100 (Convinced to purchase) measured the information impact on opinion. The intention
to buy was also measured using a graphical interface (slider) with a scale from 0 to 100.
Previous recorded intention to buy, presented to the participant with each treatment,
allowed the measurement of the change in intention to buy after exposure to each
treatment. (Figure M)
Figure 15. Sliders used for measuring persuasive effect and decision to buy.
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Another set of questions presented after each treatment asked the respondent to
evaluate the origin of the information they have just received and if it provided a positive
or negative influence on their opinion about the VGSM300. Concomitantly the
respondents were asked to rate on a scale from -100 to +100 the credibility of the source
of the information and asked to state their most probable action as a result of reviewing
the last piece of information they received.
The set of questions asked after each treatment is presented in Appendix 6.
Post-treatment administration, the participants completed a short questionnaire
with questions about their cell phone usage, opinion about cell phones and demographic
questions. For research purposes, some of the questions asked in this section duplicate
questions included in the first questionnaire administrated 72 hours prior.

Participation.
226 respondents from the School of Journalism completed the experiment and
416 from the rest of the University.

Validation of research data
Further analysis conducted on the dataset of 642 participants that completed the
first and second research instruments accounted for duplicate names or incomplete data;
these records were deleted. For 16 participants who have completed a research instrument
twice or several times, only the first administration was considered and the rest of them
deleted. The online data collection provided accurate date/time (MM:DD:YY/hh:mm:ss
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format) for each record in the database. For the experimental instrument, the online
collection also allowed the recording of the amount of time the participant spent while
being exposed to each treatment and the total duration of the administration of the
experiment. The time stamps provided the researcher with a method to identify and
control for any instances in which the participant only clicked on the “Next” or
“Continue” button without taking the time to read the experimental treatment. Several
measurements made on volunteers to determine the average time needed on each
treatment in order to read the text or watch the video (30 sec. video) and the average time
needed to read and complete the questionnaires. Based on the recorded data, the
researcher deleted all records that had a treatment-exposure time stamp of less than 30
seconds or a total instrument-exposure time of less than 3 minutes.
A number of 514 participant’s records passed data validation, and constituted the
final working dataset.
Results
The first research question addressed the fact if exposing participants to
information about the innovation will influence their perceived knowledge about it; the
first hypothesis states that the more specific the information about the innovation, the
higher its influence on perceived knowledge.
Measurement of perceived knowledge about cell phones took place at least 72
hours prior to the administration of the treatments and immediately after the
administration of the experiment. To account for possible outside influences on perceived
cell phone knowledge, a monitoring of the mainstream media (using Google News), was
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conducted for any news regarding cell phones and especially video-enabled cell phones.
The monitoring did not identify such news occurrences for the period between the
subjects completing the first questionnaire and the completion of the online experiment.
Because the scale used to measure perceived knowledge in the questionnaire was
a scale from 1 to 10, while in the experiment a continuous scale from 0 to 100 was used,
the post-administration knowledge was recoded into a 1-10 scale (intervals corresponding
to 10 units increments). Only participants that have answered all of the cell phone
knowledge related questions in the first questionnaire and after the experiment
participated in the statistical analysis. Data normalization was achieved using
standardized statistical procedures. Q-Q plot tested for the assumptions of linearity and
homoscedacity and Z-scores analysis identified outliers (six deleted). The descriptive
statistics is presented in Table 5.
PreKnowledge

PostKnowledge

506

506

0

0

Mean

.8296

.7780

Median

.8451

.8451

Std. Deviation

.15028

.18199

Skewness

-1.222

-.884

Std. Error of Skewness

.109

.109

Kurtosis

1.390

.129

Std. Error of Kurtosis

.217

.217

Minimum

.30

.30

Maximum

1.04

1.04

N

Valid
Missing

Table 5. Descriptive statistics for the dataset used to test for differences in perceived
knowledge
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Because we are comparing the effect of the treatments on knowledge compared to
the control group, a selection of the cases divided the dataset according to their
membership in the group that received the treatment or the control group.
The Q-Q plots used to test for linearity and homoscedacity of data for the two
groups (experimental treatments and control treatments) are presented in Figure 16.
Figure 16. Q-Q plots were used to test for linearity and homoscedacity of the data
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1.0
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Differences in perceived knowledge between pre and post administration for each
of the groups was tested using paired-samples T test. The results of the statistical
analysis for the experimental treatments and the control treatments are presented in Table
6.
Table 6. Differences in perceived knowledge between pre and post treatments
measurements for the surveyed groups.
Group

N

Mean

Std.

p

Experimental treatments
Pre-

423

.8358

.13825

Post-

423

.7812

.17655

.000

Control treatments
Pre-

77

.8368

.14701

Post-

77

.7954

.17454

.013

These results show that perceived knowledge about cell phones is statistically
significant decreased in the post-administration measurement for both the group that
received specific information about the VGSM300 and the control group that received
general information about cell phones.
ANOVA tested if the observed decrease in perceived knowledge is statistically
significant between those exposed to the experimental treatment compared to those
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exposed to the control treatments control group. The results proved that observed
differences do not carry statistical significance. The results are presented in Table 7 & 8.

Table 7. Assumption of Homogeneity of Variances
DV: LogPostKnowledge
Levene Statistic

df1

df2

Sig.

.429

1

498

.513

Table 8. Results of ANOVA showing that no statistically significant difference exists
between knowledge gain by the group exposed to the experimental treatments
compared to those exposed to the control group treatments
DV: LogPostKnowledge
Sum of
Squares

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

Between Groups

.013

1

.013

.423

.516

Within Groups

15.470

498

.031

Total

15.483

499

Because of the observation that both groups registered statistically significant
effects of the administration of the experimental treatments or the control treatments, the
question that arises is to what extent the experiment itself influenced the perceived
knowledge. In order to account for the effect of information delivery, a sub sample of 100
respondents to the first questionnaire that have not followed the research and participated
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in the experiment completed a short questionnaire about their knowledge about cell
phones. For control reasons, the questionnaire also asked if, in the last 10 days, they have
actively searched for information about cell phones.
This sample, identified as “Control Group II”, characterized by having their
perceived knowledge measured about 10 days apart, has not experienced the treatment
(pretest-posttest design).
Fifty-one out of the 69 completed online questionnaires passed the validation
protocol, which used the same criteria as for the rest of research instruments. Data
compilation created the new dataset that included all three groups: participants exposed to
the experimental treatments, those exposed to the control treatments and those from
Control Group II (without exposure to any experiential information about cell phones).
All 51 respondents included in Control Group II declared that they have not
actively pursued information about cell phones in the previous 10 days.
A logarithmic transformation of responses from the Control Group II regarding
cell phone knowledge (scale of 1 to 10), maintained the measurement scale and ensured
normality.. Z-scores tested for outliers and Q-Q plots for linearity and homoscedacity of
the data.
Paired-samples T-test compared differences in the level of knowledge between
the two measurements for the Control Group II. The results are presented in Table 9.
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Table 9. Differences in perceived knowledge between pre and post treatments
measurements for Control Group II.
N

Mean

Std.

Pre-

51

.8396

.13729

Post-

51

.8409

.10259

Group

p

Control Group II

.928

As observed from the results presented in Table 4, there is no statistically
significant difference between the two measurements of knowledge about cell phones for
the Control Group II participants in contrast to the phenomenon observed for the groups
exposed to the experiment.
To account for the measured difference in perceived knowledge about cell
phones, a new variable was computed that measured the difference between the perceived
level of knowledge at the second measurement and the first measurement
(Dif_Knowledge).
Independent samples T-tests were used to probe if the gain (or loss) in perceived
knowledge identified earlier differs between the groups.
The results showed that there is a statistically significant difference in acquired
knowledge between the Experimental Treatments group and the Control Group II and
between the Experimental Control group and Control Group II, but no statistically
significant difference of knowledge gain between the Experimental Treatments group and
the Experimental Control group.
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Furthermore, the knowledge gap is larger between the Experimental Treatments
group and the Control Group II compared to the knowledge gap between the
Experimental Control group and Control Group II. The results are presented in Table 10.
Table 10. Tests of significance for differences in perceived knowledge between
studied groups.
Group

N

Mean

P

Experimental
treatments group

423

-.054583

.462

p

P

.001
Experimental control 77
group

-.041334

Control Group II

.001290

51

.050

The second hypothesis assumes that in the specific case of a technological
innovation, the highest the use of innovation-related products, the highest the innovation
acceptance level.
One of the assumptions of the penetration of innovation model is that any new
information contributes to building knowledge, and that knowledge participates in the
innovation-decision process. In the particular case of this study, a technological
innovation serves to test the relationships between information processing, knowledge
acquisition and decision to adopt the innovation.
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As a result, it is a logical step for the researcher to try to determine the extent of
impact of previous knowledge and experience with technological gadgets on the baseline
knowledge used to evaluate the innovation per se.
Two composite scores created by recoding and adding the variables that
addressed usage of technological gadgets and experience with technological innovations
provided the independent variables for this statistical inquiry. The composite scores and
the variables used to create them are presented in Table 11.
Table 11. Composite scores used to test for influence of previous technological
experience on innovation adoption.
Composite score
Technical_gadgets

Variable
Computer platform
Computer type
PDA ownership
Digital photo camera ownership
Digital camcorder ownership
Mp3 player ownership
Gaming console ownership

Technical_experience

Computer knowledge
Time since using cell phone
Knows about advanced cell phone features
Usage of advanced cell phone features
Opinion and usage of cell phone features
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A logarithmic transformation was used to normalize the Technical_experience
variable. Q-Q plot tested for linearity and homoscedacity of the data and Z-scores
analysis identified outliers (Eight identified outliers deleted).
The descriptive statistics for the two normalized variables are presented in Table
12.
Table 12. Descriptive statistics for composite scores on technical gadgets ownership
(Technical_gadgets) and technical experience (Technical_experience).
Log_Technical_experience

Log_Technical_gadgets

Valid

513

514

Missing

1

0

Mean

1.0389

.7425

Std. Deviation

.17730

.15311

Skewness

-1.036

-.415

Std. Error of Skewness

.108

.108

Kurtosis

2.968

.248

Std. Error of Kurtosis

.215

.215

N

Analysis of dependant variable (knowledge about cell phones prior to the
administration of experimental treatments) shows that is of normal distribution; Q-Q plot
confirm the assumption of linearity and homoscedasticity; no outliers identified using Zscores.
Multivariate regression (stepwise method) tested for the predictive value of
Technical_gadgets and Technical_experience on the perceived knowledge about cell
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phones. The analysis shows that only technical experience plays a significant role as
predictor for knowledge on cell phones (F=146.231, R=.474, adj. R2=.223, p=.000).
While technical experience serves as a predictor for the knowledge about cell
phones prior to the administration of experimental treatments, in view of the penetration
of innovation model, the question arises as per the influence of those two variables on the
innovation decision process post first exposure to information about a technological
innovation.
In order to answer the above research question, the recorded initial decision to
buy (scale 0-100) post administration of the initial information about the VGSM300
constitutes the dependent variable, while technical_gadgets and technical_experience are
the independent variables.
Concomitantly, exploring if general interest in technological advances is
influential on initial decision to adopt the innovation provides supplemental value to the
analysis.
A logarithmic transformation normalized the data; four outliers identified by Zscores were deleted. 104 records that had an initial value of 0 (zero) of the dependent
variable were also deleted. Those respondents that have shown a minimal intention to
adopt the innovation after the initial presentation are the sole participants in the analysis.
The descriptive statistics for the data that were used for the analysis are presented in
Table 13.
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Table 13. Descriptive statistics of the variables used in testing for influence of
technical knowledge and ownership of technical gadgets on initial innovation
adoption.

N
Valid

Initial decision
to buy
398

Technical
experience
398

Technical
gadgets
398

Knowledge
about cell
phones
391

0

0

0

7

Missing
Mean

1.4657

1.0594

.7474

6.23

Std. Deviation

.32449

.15588

.15124

1.998

Skewness

-.706

-.391

-.230

-.468

Std. Error of
Skewness
Kurtosis

.122

.122

.122

.123

.059

-.215

-.620

-.468

Std. Error of
Kurtosis

.244

.244

.244

.246

Recoding transformed the ordinal variable “Interest in technological advances”
from five categories to three categories:
1 – Interested in technological advances
2 – Interested only if in the process of buying something
3 – Not at all interested
The descriptive statistics for the Interest in technological advances variable is
presented in Table 14.
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Table 14. Descriptive statistics for the Interest in technological advances variable.
Valid
Cumulative
Frequency Percent
Percent
Percent
Interested in technological 161
40.9
40.9
40.9
advances
Interested only if in the
157
39.8
39.8
80.7
process of buying
something
Not at all interested
76
19.3
19.3
100.0
Total

394

100.0

100.0

ANOVA tested if there is any statistically significant difference between the
subjects belonging to the different interests in technological advances groups and their
initial decision to buy (innovation-acceptance based on prior interest towards the
innovation category). Because the difference in sample size between the three groups
does not exceed the 1:3 rule, the data will be used without further transformation.
Homogeneity of variances is assumed and the null hypothesis is not confirmed for the
Lavene’s test.
The ANOVA analysis confirmed the fact that there is a statistically significant
difference between the three groups of participants according to their interest in
technological advances, with those with the highest interest showing the highest score in
their innovation acceptance after the initial exposure to innovation relevant information
(F=11.915, p=.000).
The means for the three groups is presented in table 15.
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Table 15. Initial decision to buy - means for the three levels of interests in
technology.
N

Mean
1.5311

Std.
Deviation
.30731

Std.
Error
.02422

Interested in technological
advances
Interested only if in the process of
buying something

161
157

1.4685

.30252

.02414

Not at all interested

76

1.3161

.36236

.04157

Pearson correlations were calculated to test for the correlation between
“Technical_experience” and “Technical_gadgets”. Due to the high level of correlation
among variables (r=.209, p<.01) only Technical_experience will be used as an IV in the
regression equation in order to explore its predictive role on the innovation acceptance:
ANOVA showed that while technical experience could serve as a predictor of
innovation acceptance (p=.000, N=394), it has only limited explanatory value (adj.
R2=.048).
The same observation is valid for the influence of knowledge about cell phones
on the initial acceptance decision (p=.000, N=394, adj. R2=.042).
The third hypothesis stated that the highest the perceived credibility level of the
innovation, the highest the innovation acceptance level.
For determining if credibility influences adoption, and because participants
received random assignation of treatments, only data recorded after exposure to the first
treatment will be used.
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The rationale of this inquiry is to determine is if credibility played any role into
how decision to buy (innovation acceptance) changed between first information delivery
and post exposure to the first experiential treatment.
For this purpose we will use the measurement of the participant’s decision to buy
(innovation acceptance) after the first treatment and their perception on the credibility of
the information. Both variables are scale variables and both normalized prior to
performing any statistical tests. The decision to buy scale was a 0-100 scale, while the
credibility scale was a -100 to +100 scale which was converted to a 0-200 scale in order
to avoid problems pertinent to the processing of negative values in SPSS. The descriptive
statistics for the variables are presented in Table 16.
Table 16. Descriptive statistics of data used to test for the influence of information
credibility on innovation acceptance.
Credibility_1
425

Log_Decision_buy
425

0

0

Mean

126.9294

1.4534

Std. Deviation

35.87977

.35097

Skewness

-.207

-.810

Std. Error of Skewness

.118

.118

Kurtosis

-.060

.298

Std. Error of Kurtosis

.236

.236

N

Valid
Missing
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Pearson correlations were used to test for any statistically significant relationship
among the variables (r=.234, p<.01).
Linear regression proved that there is a positive relationship among the variables,
but low predictive value effect of credibility on the decision to buy (R=.234, adj. R2 =
.053, F=24.529, p=.000)

Our second research question for the statistical component of this research
inquires if each of the different treatment types will have a distinct persuasive effect.
Those that have participated in research suffered exposure to different treatments,
structured according to the type of information delivered and oriented towards generating
a specific type of knowledge as per the assumptions of the penetration of innovation
model.
The first step is to verify that the different applied experimental treatments do
generate different effects on the sample and that those effects differ from those observed
in the control group.
The statistical testing included the complete dataset of 514 participants, split
between treatments and control groups.
The experimental treatments dataset consists of 436 participants that have been
exposed to the experimental treatments (including specific information about the
functionality, specifications or uses of the VGSM300) and 78 participants that have been
exposed to the control treatments (receiving general information about cell phones).
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Concerning the distribution of the three types of treatments - Expert, Incidental
and Experiential - the Table 17 lists the distribution of treatments within the experiential
sample:
Table 17. Distribution of treatments within the experimental sample.
Frequency
171

Percent
39.2

Valid
Percent
39.2

Cumulative
Percent
39.2

Incidental

124

28.4

28.4

67.7

Experiential

141

32.3

32.3

100.0

Total

436

100.0

100.0

Frequency
117

Percent
26.8

Valid
Percent
26.8

Cumulative
Percent
26.8

Incidental

167

38.3

38.3

65.1

Experiential

152

34.9

34.9

100.0

Total

436

100.0

100.0

Frequency
148

Percent
33.9

Valid
Percent
33.9

Cumulative
Percent
33.9

Incidental

145

33.3

33.3

67.2

Experiential

143

32.8

32.8

100.0

Total

436

100.0

100.0

First treatment
Valid Expert

Second treatment
Valid Expert

Third treatment
Valid Expert

The difference in the impact of the three treatments is measured based on
perceived impact on the decision to buy, a scale variable with values between -100 and
100. In order to use the data in SPSS, the dependent variable is computed to a positiveonly scale of 0-200.
The validation for the treatments looks at the following criteria:
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•

Statistically significant difference between positive and negative

valences for each treatment;
•

Statistically significant difference between each valence of each

treatment and the control treatments.
The statistical testing used normalized datasets for the experimental treatments
and control group. Q-Q plot tested for the assumption of linearity and homoscedacity.
Fourteen outliers of the “impact” variable were identified using Z-scores and removed
from the dataset.
The Q-Q plot for each of the treatment types are presented in Figure 17.
Normal Q-Q Plot of Impact_on_purchase_decision_1

Normal Q-Q Plot of Impact_on_purchase_decision_1

Treatment Type 1: Expert

Normal Q-Q Plot of Impact_on_purchase_decision_1

Treatment Type 1: Non-Expert

Treatment Type 1: Experiential

100

100

50

0

Expected Normal Value

Expected Normal Value

Expected Normal Value

100

50

0

-50

50

0

-50
-50

-100

-50

0

50

Observed Value

100

150

-100

-50

0

50

100

150

Observed Value

-100

-50

0

50

100

Observed Value

Figure 17. The Q-Q plot for each of the treatment types.
The difference in treatment impact (persuasive effect) evaluated using
independent samples T-test, with “Impact” as the DV and “Treatment type” as the IV is
presented in Table 18.
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Table 18. Difference in persuasive effect between treatment types.
Treatment type
and valence

Expert +
Mean: 13.91
N=238

Expert –
Mean: -13.04
N=206

Lavene’s: .046
p = .000
(variances not
assumed)
Incidental –
Mean: 11.22
N=195

Incidental +
Mean: 19.69
N=240
Lavene’s: .494
p = .000
(variances assumed)
Experiential –
Mean: -5.83
N=231

Experiential +
Mean: 19.14
N=213
Lavene’s: .000
p = .000
(variances not
assumed)

As can be observed from Table 13, there is a statistically significant difference
between the persuasive effects of the valences of the treatments, which is consistent with
the valence they were designed for; a special note for the case of the Incidental
treatments, both of which are showing positive effects.
Table 19 depicts the effects of the experimental treatments compared to the
control group.
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Table 19. Persuasive effects of experimental treatments compare to control
treatments.
Expert +
N=238
Lavene’s: .000
p=.000
Control
N=229
Mean: -1.11

Expert N=206
Lavene’s: .000
p=.000
Control
N=229
Mean: -1.11

Incidental +
N=240
Lavene’s: .000
p=.000
Control
N=229
Mean: -1.11

Incidental –
N=195
Lavene’s: .000
p=.000
Control
N=229
Mean: -1.11

Experiential +
N=213
Lavene’s: .000
p=.000
Control
N=229
Mean: -1.11

Experiential –
N=231
Lavene’s: .000
p=.157
Control
N=229
Mean: -1.11

Except for the “Experiential(-)“ treatment valence, all other treatments have
shown a statistically significant persuasive effect compared to the control group. On of
the reasons that this specific experimental treatment did not registered a strong persuasive
effect as compared with the control group is because the previous personal experience of
participants with poor quality video cell phones influenced the perception of the negative
experiential treatment as being somewhat neutral.
Concomitantly it could be the result of the perception of innovation
“performance’ for a technological innovation.
In order to explore the relationship between information type and decision to buy
(innovation acceptance), a new variable (Dif_Decision_to_buy), was computed by
subtracting the value of the initial decision to buy variable (after the administration of the
first piece of information about the VGSM300) from the value of the final decision to
buy variable (recorded after the administration of the last treatment). To avoid dealing
with negative values in SPSS, adding 100 to the computed variable applied a linear
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transformation to the data. Q-Q plots and Z-scores tested for linearity and homoscedacity
and for outliers for each of the groups. Nine outliers were deleted from the dataset.
Because of the greater than 1:3 differences in sample size, a subsample of 74
participants to the experimental treatments were randomly selected for comparison to the
control group.
Independent samples T-test tested for the statistical significance of the observed
difference in means between the two samples (Table 20).
Table 20. Data depicting a statistically significant difference in decision to buy
between experimental treatments and control groups.

Std.
Treatment_control
Dif_Recoded_d Experimental
ecision_to_buy

treatments group
Control treatments
group

N

Mean

Deviation

74

93.2703

18.03216

F

8.329
74

100.4054

Sig.
.006

12.19580

The next step explored the effects of the impact of different treatment types on the
decision to buy variable - the persuasive effect of the information received on the
decision to adopt the innovation.
Considering the fact that each participant has been randomly exposed to each of
the treatments (either positive in valence or negative), a multiple regression is used to test
for the importance of each type of treatment on the adoption decision.
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The following IVs are constructed out of the impact variable: Impact Expert,
Impact Incidental, Impact Experiential and Impact Control.
A normalized dataset contributed to the analysis. Twelve outliers were identified
and deleted from the Impact_Expert variable and five from the Impact_Control variable.
Table 21. Descriptive statistics of treatment type variables.

N

Valid
Missing

Impact
Expert
432

Incident
al
435

Impact
Experiential
444

Impact
Control
224

1103

1100

1091

1311

Mean

.3010

.2966

.2911

.3024

Std. Deviation

.07336

.06286

.09737

.04630

Skewness

-.773

-.539

-1.297

-.572

Std. Error of Skewness

.117

.117

.116

.163

Kurtosis

1.391

1.857

1.697

2.476

Std. Error of Kurtosis

.234

.234

.231

.324

Minimum

.03

.00

.00

.15

Maximum

.47

.44

.46

.44

Decision to buy: All the participants were asked, after each treatment, to state not
only how much of an impact the information they have just received has on their decision
to buy (persuasive effect), but also to state their decision to buy using a slider with values
between 0 (not at all) to 100 (I’ll buy now) – innovation decision.
Because the normalized value of the ‘Decision to buy’ variable does not respect
the 1:3 rule regarding the proportion of the mean versus the Standard deviation, caution
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must be used in interpreting the data since it may not accurately represent the population.
The same observation applies also for the control group data.
Prediction value of persuasive effects of different treatments (Linear regression)
on the decision to buy is presented in Table 22.
Table 22. Prediction value of persuasive effects of different treatment types.
Treatment

Expert

Incidental

Experiential

Control

p

.000

.000

.000

.000

R

.457

.482

.583

.344

R2

.209

.232

.339

.118

Adjusted R2

.207

.230

.338

.114

N

432

435

444

224

As can be observed from Table 16, persuasion after an experiential treatment has
the strongest prediction value for the innovation acceptance process, while the control
group has the lowest one.
Furthermore, the role of the perceived valence of the treatment by the participant
was tested for its influence on the innovation acceptance decision. In order to explore this
dimension of the experimental research, the variable that measured after each treatment
the perceived valence of the information received (positive, negative or neutral) was used
to identify all those participants that stated that all the received treatments had a positive
impact on their opinion about the innovation. The recoded variable had the value of
“one” for “all positive” and “two” for “any other combination of opinions”. Independent
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samples T-test explored the influence of the perceived valence of the administrated
treatments on the innovation decision process. Because perceived valence was measured
for all three treatments, and since decision to buy can be considered as having a
cumulative effect (each participant was presented with his/hers previous chosen value)
only the final measurement of the decision to buy was retained for this analysis. For
normalization purposes, all those with 0 (zero) decision to buy after the administration of
the three experimental treatments were removed from the analysis. The results are
presented in Table 23.
Table 23. Influence of perceived positive valence of treatments on decision to buy.

Std.
Opinion_poz_only
Decision_to_buy All positive valence
Other

N

Mean

Deviation

86

51.06

25.753

410

28.96

23.784

F

Sig.
1.184

.000

As can be observed from Table 18, the decision to buy registered almost double
values for the positive valence group compared to the sum of other perceived valence
combinations.
The third research question of the experimental component of this research
enterprise addresses the issue if different types of information will generate distinct
patterns of information search.
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The analysis of the collected answers from a question asking which would be
their most probable action after reviewing the latest information provided the data for the
analysis.
The options available to them were ranging from going to the store and trying the
phone themselves to doing nothing. The distribution of the post-administration patterns
within the sample of treatments is presented in Table 24 (the control group was not
included in this sample):
Table 24. Distribution of post-administration patterns within the sample of
treatments.

Valid Try the phone
Talk with dealer or
expert
Talk with friends (not
experts)
Go on the internet manufacturer website
Go internet search
users reviews
Do nothing. Wait for
more info.
Total

Frequency Percent
109
10.7

Valid
Percent
10.7

Cumulative
Percent
10.7

98

9.6

9.6

20.3

123

12.1

12.1

32.4

131

12.8

12.8

45.2

162

15.9

15.9

61.1

397

38.9

38.9

100.0

1020

100.0

100.0

Cross tabulations searched for possible action patterns post administration
between treatment and information search. The results for the information types are
presented in Table 25.
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Table 25. Influence of treatment type on post-administration action.

Most probable action

Expert

Incidental

Experiential

Total

Count
% within
Type of
treatment
administered
Count
% within
Type of
treatment
administered
Count
% within
Type of
treatment
administered
Count
% within
Type of
treatment
administered

Total

Try the
phone

Talk
with
deale
r or
exper
t

Talk
with
friends
(not
experts
)

Go on
the
internet
manufa
cturer
website

32

34

39

56

53

126

340

9.4%

10.0
%

11.5
%

16.5%

15.6%

37.1
%

100.0
%

25

39

36

40

45

155

340

7.4%

11.5
%

10.6
%

11.8%

13.2%

45.6
%

100.0
%

52

25

48

35

64

116

340

15.3%

7.4
%

14.1
%

10.3%

18.8%

34.1
%

100.0
%

109

98

123

131

162

397

1020

10.7%

9.6
%

12.1
%

12.8%

15.9%

38.9
%

100.0
%

Go
internet
search
users
reviews

Do
nothing
. Wait
for
more
info.

The individual number of cases for each category is not large enough to be able to
do anything more than a descriptive inference on the observed pattern. One pertinent
observation is that while a high percentage of information exposures do not result in
further action in the direction of information search, for those that do, the internet seems
to be a favorite research environment.
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Using the internet to go to the manufacturer’s website is the most frequent
identified action after exposure to Expert information, while talking to a dealer or expert
is the main prerogative of those exposed to Incidental information. Exposure to
experiential-type information ranks first as cause for personally trying the phone, talking
with friends about it and going online to look at user reviews. Crosstab results for
information type and intended valence is presented in Table 26.
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Table 26. Crosstab results for information type and intended valence

answer4

Expert +

Count
% within
idquestio
ns
Expert Count
% within
idquestio
ns
Incidental +
Count
% within
idquestio
ns
Incidental Count
% within
idquestio
ns
Experiential + Count
% within
idquestio
ns
Experiential - Count
% within
idquestio
ns
Total
Count
% within
idquestio
ns

Total

Try the
phone

Talk
with
dealer
or
expert

Talk
with
friends
(not
experts
)

Go on
the
internet
manufac
turer
website

16

20

18

33

26

70

183

8.7%

10.9
%

9.8%

18.0%

14.2%

38.3%

100.
0%

16

14

21

23

27

56

157

10.2%

8.9% 13.4% 14.6%

17.2%

35.7%

100.
0%

11

18

25

83

184

6.0%

9.8% 10.9% 14.7%

13.6%

45.1%

100.
0%

14

21

16

20

72

156

9.0%

13.5
%

10.3% 8.3%

12.8%

46.2%

100.
0%

23

9

25

28

52

156

14.7%

5.8% 16.0% 12.2%

17.9%

33.3%

100.
0%

29

16

36

64

184

15.8%

8.7% 12.5% 8.7%

19.6%

34.8%

100.
0%

109

98

162

397

1020

10.7%

9.6% 12.1% 12.8%

15.9%

38.9%

100.
0%

20

23

123

115

27

13

19

16

131

Go
internet
search
users
reviews

Do
nothing
. Wait
for
more
info.

A more comprehensive view of the effects of the different types of treatments is
depicted in Table 21, in which positive and negative valences for each treatment and its
respective most common information search action is presented.
Based on the above observations it can be estimated that exposure to different
types of information generates distinct patterns of information search.
The fourth hypothesis postulated that the higher the involvement with information
search, the higher the innovation acceptance level.
The “Information_search” variable recorded after each treatment was recoded
into:
1 – Information search engaged
0 – Do nothing, wait for more info.
This tends to distinguish between active search and passive response to the
delivered information.
A compiled score for information search was computed by adding the values of
the recoded variables for each treatment. The resulting ordinal variable included the
following four categories:
0.00 – No active search at all – passive information receivers
1.00 – Some active search, but limited at only 33% of the received information
2.00 – More active search, but still a passive receiver for about 33% of the
delivered information
3.00 – Active seekers – perform active search after each of the delivered
information.
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Final decision to adopt was measured for each of the four groups.
Independent samples T-tests probed for the significance of the influence of
information search patterns on the decision to buy. The results are presented in Table 27
as follows (2 by 2 groups compared):
Table 27. Influence of information search patterns on decision to adopt the
innovation

Decision_to_buy_3

Decision_to_buy_3

Decision_to_buy_3
Decision_to_buy_3

Search_attitude
Passive
receivers
Some active
search
Some active
search
More active
search
More active
search
Active seekers
Passive
receivers
Active seekers

N

Mean

Std.
Deviation

131

17.31

19.747

F
2.415

72

27.54

22.729

72

27.54

22.729
1.836

92

33.99

24.454

92

33.99

24.454

219

43.54

25.727

131

17.31

19.747

219

43.54

25.727

Sig.
.001

.086

.092

.003

16.926

.000

As can be observed from Table 22, the results confirm the hypothesis, active
seekers being almost three times more prone to accept an innovation then passive seekers.
Discussion
The qualitative segment of the current research has successfully shed some light
into the applicability of the penetration of innovation model to explore the innovation
acceptance process.
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Building upon the results of the qualitative inquiry, the experimental section of
this research work aimed at providing a more elaborate view of the processes that occur
between essential concepts of the penetration of innovation model: the relationships
between information, knowledge and persuasive effect.
As mentioned earlier, knowledge is ultimately the usage of information to create
potential for action. The conversion of this potential into persuasive effects, which, in the
case of innovation adoption, can determine its acceptance or rejection, is inseparable
from the continuous comparison process between “what is new” and “what we already
know”.
A visual metaphor that exemplifies the above statements is the interaction
between several magnets on a table. For the purpose of the visual model, a central magnet
assimilates the existent knowledge; it attracts every new magnet (new information that
generates knowledge) that comes closer and respects the required polarity (and it adds its
knowledge to the existent one). By attracting a critical mass of magnets, the central
magnetic field (persuasive effect) will be strong enough to reach the nail left in the corner
of the table. If ordinary pieces of metal (information that does not generate knowledge)
close on the central magnet, they will get attracted and will increase the central mass, but
with only adding an insignificant value to the magnetic field required to reach that
solitary nail.
Although wandering into the epistemological realm is not the main purpose of this
research enterprise, enunciating a couple of definitions will help clarify some of the
uncertainties that the reader may have. For the purpose of this discussion, perceived
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knowledge is the self-reported appraisal of someone’s knowledge at any moment in time.
Evidently, numerous variables can affect someone’s perceived knowledge, starting from
the headache generated by the closing thunderstorm to the incertitude of remembering the
right figures on the product’s price tag.
Objective knowledge, on the other hand, represents an evaluative and objective
measurement of someone’s knowledge using a validated measurement tool. More like the
SAT does…
It is indubitable that designing a tool that exactly measures the amount of
knowledge that someone’s has about cell phones is possible. It will probably require
questions about GSM frequencies and crystal calibration algorithms…
The present research does not deal with objective knowledge! The interest of the
researcher was to try to evaluate that specific appraisal of knowledge that plays a part in
the adoption decision and if structured information about an innovation does alter the
self’s perception of this knowledge.
From a promoter’s point of view, and specifically when dealing with innovations,
the interest is to be able to evaluate if the information provided has produced any change
into that reference system that is easily accessible and will be used as comparison when
making a decision about the innovation.
The observed results from the experiment suggest that exposing college students
to specific information about an innovative product of a class of products decreases the
perceived knowledge about the class as a whole. Furthermore, the more specific and
focused the information is, the larger the “loss” of perceived knowledge. This apparent
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contradiction generates a very interesting discussion: what happens is that the specific
new information delivered has altered the internal reference system used by the
individual. The penetration of innovation model stipulates the existence of three definable
classes of knowledge: experiential (having as source knowledge from direct experience
with the innovation), delivered (having as source pre-digested expert knowledge) and
produced knowledge (having as source knowledge produced from information that is not
included in the other two categories). All these categories create an internal reference
system that is readily available to provide comparison for any new pieces of information
received. Delivery of the specific information, created, at least for a limited time, a
change in the self-perception of this system: the subjects realized that they did not knew
as much about cell phones as they thought they did. Future research will look into the
latency of this phenomenon and its influence on the innovation decision process.
Another dimension of the penetration of innovation model explored and found, in
the qualitative segment of this research, very influential for the decision to adopt, is the
barrier effect of experiential knowledge. The quantitative inquiry also addressed this
aspect within the confines of a technological innovation, by measuring the perceived
knowledge level as a dependent of the usage of innovation related products. The
statistical analysis proved a significant influential effect on the perceived knowledge
level (F=146.23, R=.474, adj. R2=.223, p=.000). The analysis also demonstrated
statistically significant differences between different levels of interest in technological
advances and initial decision to buy. Concomitantly, while previous technical experience
proved a strong predictor of the perceived knowledge, and it could serve as a predictor of
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innovation acceptance (p=.000, N=394), it failed to have a comparable magnitude effect
on the initial decision to buy (innovation adoption), carrying a small explanatory value
(adj. R2=.048). Although this finding does not influence the specific goal of this inquiry
about the influence of previous experience on knowledge and decision to buy, which
supports the penetration of innovation model, it should prove valuable to provide a
possible explanation for the diminished identified effect.
The specific innovation used in this experiment addressed a somewhat limited
dimension of cell phone telecommunications, the delivery and broadcasting of live
television over video phones. Because the experiment purposed to address mainly the
relationships within the penetration of innovation model between information, knowledge
and persuasion, the experiment did not include measurement for two dimensions
pertinent to the adoption process as a whole for this specific product: price and need. For
a somehow “disposable” innovation, one that does not require a strong level of
commitment it is very possible that previous experience would play a limited role in the
decision to buy, other factors as peer pressure or fashion having a more determinant role.
The same explanation is hypothetically valid for the discussion of the results observed in
the testing of the third hypothesis. The demonstration of a positive correlation between
source credibility and innovation acceptance level confirmed the hypothesis that the
higher the perceived credibility level of the information source, the higher the innovation
acceptance level, but credibility had a low predictive value for the innovation adoption
(F=24.529, R=.234, adj. R2=.053, p=.000).
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The identification of measurable differences between the effects of the three
different types of treatments administered to the participants is the object of the next
research inquiry covered by the seventh research question. The statistical exercise proved
that the valences of the treatments used did vary according to the experimental
expectation, with a special mention towards the Incidental treatments in which case both
valences registered positive values (see Table. 13). Also, with one exception, the
Experiential(-) treatment, all other treatments registered a statistically significant
persuasive effect compared with the control group. Previous experience of participants
with the poor quality video that present video cell phones deliver caused a somewhat
neutral appraisal of this treatment. Another explanation could be the effect of
performance expectations of a technical innovation. Accounting for the role of these
“expectations” could be another line of future research.
The penetration of innovation model stipulates that the tree major types of
knowledge that channel the received innovation about an innovation do contribute to the
creation of identifiable distinct persuasive effects. The statistical analysis of the effect of
the distinct treatments on the decision to buy (innovation acceptance) suggests that not
only a difference in influence between treatment types exists, but also the experiential
treatment has the strongest persuasive effect of all treatments (see Table 17).
Furthermore, the decision to buy for the group exposed to all perceived positive valences
of treatments has almost double values of innovation acceptance compared to any other
combination of perceived valences.
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As mentioned earlier, according to the penetration of innovation model,
information absorption within the knowledge layers does not only generate knowledge
and stimulates the expression of its persuasive dimension, it can also generate further
information search. The answer to the last research question addresses this subject by
providing a descriptive analysis of the observed patterns of information search, which
suggest that exposure to different types of information generate distinct patterns of
information search. Further research should more thoroughly explore this dimension of
directional information search based on the evaluation of received information.
In concordance with the last research question, and addressing the same concern
of information search and retrieval, the data analysis confirms a statistically significant
difference in innovation adoption values between those who are active seekers of
information compared to passive information recipients.
The observed experimental results sustain the assumptions of the penetration of
innovation model regarding the relationships between information, knowledge and
persuasion and generate new interesting lines of inquiry for future research.
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CONCLUSION

Personal Statement
I remember even today, after more than 20 years, the first phrase of my high
school biology book: “The cell is the structural, functional and genetic unit of all living
organisms.” It was on the right-hand page, about 1/3 from the top, under a big bold black
title that read “The Cell”. I had to learn to practically recite the book for my admittance in
medical school, so I went over that phrase for innumerable times…
I wonder if that particular phrase was not residing in the back of my mind that
summer day of 2003 while I was driving with several friends towards Lake Erie. I
remember we were discussing the controversy between film and digital cameras. Not
long ago I had finished one of my many theory courses with Professor Wayne Wanta and
I had a very fresh image in my mind of Rogers diffusion of innovations theory. I also
remember that I was somewhat sleepy so I was more of a passive spectator to the intense
discussion between a proponent of digital cameras and a fervent defender of film
cameras.
I can’t exactly remember when during those several minutes of discussion, I can’t
even say if I was dreaming or not, but somehow in my mind the innovation-decision
model connected to the cell membrane model. Fueled by the discussion about the process
of deciding to buy a digital camera I realized that one of my friends was in reality
opposing the idea of a digital camera because he was extremely anchored in his own
experience as a film photographer and because of his technical ignorance regarding
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digital cameras. It was as if he had raised a shield and was only gradually accepting prodigital arguments, negotiating each one of them and trying to find arguments for or
against them. He was slowly demolishing his innovation barrier…
You have just been recounted the birth of the penetration of innovation idea. I call
it idea because from that stage to the actual model it has changed many times, sometimes
I thought it died, but somehow managed to survive and crawl back every time, taking its
place next to that old phrase from my high-school biology book.
Two people helped nourish the idea and made it flourish: (a) Anca, my wife, the
first person to listen to my rumblings about cell membranes and innovations and
communication theories…, and the first person to say that it is an interesting point of
view. (b) My mentor, Professor Glen Cameron, who later that year had the benevolence
to listen to a doctoral student that didn’t have much clue about his own idea. As he so
well does with every student, he became enthusiastic about my idea and gave me that
confidence to pursue it and to believe in it.
Thank you Wayne for introducing Professor Rogers’s work to me!
Thank you Anca for always believing in me!
Thank you Glen for your enthusiasm and your mentorship!
Overall Conclusions

Conceptually rooted in the histological structural model of the cell membrane, the
penetration of innovation model of innovation acceptance proposes an innovative
approach to an old postulate. Initially theoretized by Everett Rogers in 1962, the
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innovation-decision process has proven a valuable theoretical model resistant to the proof
of time and still used intensely today in academic and professional research. The
penetration of innovation model proposed in the present dissertation honors Professor
Rogers’s work by recognizing the invaluable theoretical and practical assets that
germinated from his inquisitive academic inquiry.
Contrasting the innovation-decision model that emphasizes a linear and sequential
innovation adoption process, the penetration of innovation model builds upon knowledge
acquisition theories to propose a cyclical innovation-decision model that focuses on the
dual role of information as knowledge generator and trigger for persuasive inquiry.
The model assumes that the decision to adopt an innovation is a dynamic process
fueled by information that generates three major types of knowledge: delivered, produced
and experimental. These types of knowledge, trough their role as reference system for the
comparison of any newly acquired piece of information, constitute a barrier towards the
acceptance, which the innovation has to “penetrate” in order to be adopted.
By choosing a combined qualitative and quantitative research approach, the
author proposed to deliver a comprehensive look at the structural concepts of the
theoretical model and to some of the intimate relationships between major model
components.
The qualitative inquiry, centered on a conceptual plot analysis and cognitive map
development for the adoption process of a medical-related innovation, provided
significant support for the structural component of the penetration of innovation
theoretical model. Concomitantly it provided interesting insights into the intimate
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relationships between information acquisition and processing, knowledge utilization as
reference system and the persuasive effect of different types of information.
A complex experimental design provided the support for the measurement of the
interactions between the structural components of the penetration of innovation model
and further confirmed the viability of the theoretical model, this time addressing a
technical innovation.
Limitations and Future Research
Although it provided support for the theoretical model and managed to explain
some of the intrinsic relationships within it, some limitations do apply to the present
research enterprise.
For the qualitative section, the relatively limited number of interviews, combined
with the research design, which explored only adopters of the innovation, did not provide
information about what happened with those that rejected the information. Further
research will explore non-adopters, an academic exercise that will surely provide
interesting and challenging approaches for the penetration of innovation model.
For the quantitative section, the sample size prevented further detailed analysis on
the intimate influence of treatment valence on the innovation acceptance process and
especially on the information search patterns generated by the analysis of retrieved
information. Furthermore, the experiment did not explore dimensions as product price,
need and involvement, nor did address specific information-processing variables.
Future lines of research will concentrate on a more detailed exploration of the
knowledge acquisition and information processing pathways within the model; will
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address learning-related dimensions such as efficacy and understanding and explore the
behavior of the theoretical model for different innovations.
Having considered the interdependence between academia and industry, future
research will address the development of a measurement instrument that will allow
researchers and professionals to estimate the valence of innovation acceptance potential
within a population sample.
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OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH – SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Innovation – is a word that we often use but seldom stop to think about it. We
deal daily with it: a new car or a new shampoo, revolutionary software or vaccine, new
investment opportunities or a new theory in communication. And the list can go on and
on and on…
Building upon Everett Roger’s theory of Diffusion of Innovations, foraging into
knowledge acquisition theories, and leaning heavily onto the new communication
perspectives opened by New Media, the present study aims to justify the need to revisit
the classical innovation-decision process. Concomitantly it proposed an innovative model
of information influence on innovation acceptance and tested some of the characteristics
of the model within a health communication and a technology related environments.
The following summary presents succinct answers to the research and concise results for
the tested hypotheses raised by the research.
RQ1: Do individuals, when exposed to an innovation build a barrier towards its
adoption until they acquire sufficient knowledge that allows them to make an informed
decision about it?
By using qualitative research techniques, the study confirmed the validity of the
assumptions of the theoretical model. It was determined that the innovation-decision
process is influenced by previous knowledge and that the decision to adopt is a
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cumulative process that culminates with adoption when the received information,
weighted against previously acquired knowledge, generates enough positive persuasive
effect as to cause the decision to adopt.
RQ2: Is decision to adopt a staged process or is a cyclical process that builds
persuasive knowledge until it reaches a critical point where the adoption is accepted or
rejected?
The qualitative research inquiry showed that knowledge acquisition used in the
adoption process could be a passive process, usually by absorbing information delivered
through the media channels. Nevertheless, the moment an attitude change occurs towards
the adoption of innovation, the change in behavior that represents the adoption is always
precluded of an active search for information, which processes ads to the knowledge
layer and in turn determines subsequent information search.
RQ3: Are the three postulated layers of knowledge identifiable and do all of them
need to exist or a combination of them is also plausible?
The conceptual map created using a content analysis of the interviews and the
cognitive map generated by software using neural networks theories suggested the
existence of the three layers of knowledge assumed by the penetration of innovation
model. The research findings also purposes that the barrier to adoption is in place with
only the existence of one layer and that the concomitant existence of all the layers I not
required for the penetration of innovation model to explain the innovation-decision
process.
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RQ4: Do people exposed to an innovation need to try it after they are convinced
to adopt it or as part of their knowledge gathering process? Is vicarious trial as persuasive
as hands-on experience?
Both the qualitative and the quantitative research inquiries conducted for the
present research enterprise confirmed the importance of experience as a key component
of the adoption process. In the specific case of the medical innovation, previous negative
personal experience with innovation-related procedures has proven to be as effective as
negative vicarious experience in the creation of a barrier towards innovation. Regarding
the influence of the different types of information on the decision to buy, in the
quantitative component of the research, the Experiential treatment showed the strongest
impact and predictive value for the decision to buy compared to the other two types of
information (Expert and Incidental): R2=.339, p=.000, N=444).
RQ5: There is a general valuable hierarchy of the persuasive value of each type of
knowledge or it varies according to the type of innovation?
The interviews with patients that have undergone a colonoscopy has shown that,
in the case of a medical innovation, while an hierarchy of information values evidently
exists for each individual, it is difficult to create a custom hierarchical scale that would be
universal valuable. However, for the specific case of colonoscopy adoption, the
information from expert sources (medical personnel) ranked first, followed by vicarious
experiential information from peers. Incidental information from media sources ranked
third between the participants in the interview.
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RQ6: Exposing participants to information about an innovation influences their
perceived knowledge about the innovation.
The quantitative inquiry confirmed that information delivery has a statistically
significant impact on the perceived knowledge about the technical innovation (p=.001,
α<.05).
RQ7: Each of the different types of information will have a distinct persuasive
effect.
Both the qualitative and the quantitative segments of the research have suggested
that each of the information types do generate different persuasive effects. The statistical
analysis has shown that each experimental type has different effect depending on its
valence (positive or negative) and that each type of information has a distinct, measurable
and statistically significant persuasive effect on the decision to adopt the technological
innovation.
RQ8: Exposure to different types of information will generate distinct patterns of
information search.
The concept map constructed based on the content analysis of the interviews
conducted with adopters of the medical procedure colonoscopy has shown that their
information search pattern was influenced by both previous knowledge and the most
recent information they acquired. The statistical analysis of the innovation-decision
process for the technological innovation also suggested that exposure to a specific type of
information usually generates information search on other informational categories.
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Because of the limited number of participants for each information type exposure, only
descriptive inferences were made regarding this problem.
H1: More specific the information about the innovation, the higher the influence
on perceived knowledge.
The statistical analysis has confirmed that specific information about the
innovation determined a stronger impact than general information about the technological
class of products that includes the innovation (p=.05, α<.05).
H2: In the specific case of a technological innovation, the highest the use of
innovation-related products, the highest the innovation acceptance level
The statistical analysis of the data from the online experiment confirmed that
previous technical experience plays a significant role as predictor of knowledge about the
technological class of the innovation (F=146.231, R2=.223, p=.000, α<.01). The analysis
also confirmed the hypothesis, technical knowledge do serve as a predictor of innovation
acceptance (p=.000, N=394, α<.05), but has only minor predictive value (adj. R2=.042)
H3: The higher the perceived credibility level of the information, the higher the
innovation acceptance level.
The third hypothesis was confirmed by the analysis of the results of the
experiment. Linear regression proved that there is positive relationship among the
variables, the higher the credibility of the information, the higher the intent to adopt
(F=24.529, p=.000, α<.05), but credibility has low predictive value for the decision to
adopt (adj. R2=.053)
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H4: The higher the involvement with information search, the higher the
innovation acceptance level.
The experimental results confirmed the hypothesis, active seekers of information
being almost three time more prone to accept the innovation compared with passive
receivers of information (F=16.926, p=.000, α<.05)

The present research inquiry has proven the validity of the assumptions of the
penetration of innovation model. Further research will follow a more in-depth exploration
of these findings and will also try to answer some of the questions that were risen by this
intellectual exercise.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1
Nr. Recoding

Interview

1

15

1 CS brings peace of mind

20

1 CS perceived as more invasive

3

2 Apprehension and fear about CS

6

2 Concerned about anesthesia

7

2 Concerned about findings

8

2 Concerned about pain

9

2 Concerned about preparation for CS

451

2 Cost a concern

41

2 Embarrassed about the procedure

0

0

77

3 CS more painful than expected

18

3 CS not uncomfortable

19

3 CS painless

22

3 CS similar to expectations

24

3 CS very professionally done

25

3 CS worse than expected

40

3 Drinking liquid most unpleasant

138

3 Recent CS better than previous

202

11

12

13

14

15

207

0

399

0

207

16

17

113

302

0

0

0

213

254

615

96

240
85

65

45

331

62

50

169

111

1549

7

147

99

88

131

627

5

93

74

67

135

0

76

440

62

663

213

254

451

118

499

307

308

325

81

72

110

606

82

74

120

90

378

43

557

5

79

1136

11

651
80

Technical
48

5 First CS

50

5 Had a rigid sigmoidoscopy

51

5 Had another CS over 10 years ago

85

5 Negative exper blocked info search

95

5 Not my first CS

353

111

173

790

507

1108

309

272

1837

138

52

93

2

57

142

638

5

494

2

35

6 I would tell ppl about my experience

60

6 I would tell ppl go library

61

6 I would tell ppl go search CS on the

62
63

897 1115

770

133

30

34

32

30

29

31

30

101

30

29

46

127
397

Experience related

59

158

575

34

34

144

75

167

66

380

207

44

30

80

156
150

272

187

264

96

45

141

132

226
150

30

302

905

110

91

62

323

146

75

46

217

131

130

262

61

55

136

34

798

585

60

137

6 I would tell ppl go tolk w doctor

162

59

54

6 I would tell ppl go tolk w friends

125

145

6 Talked with peers afterwards

210
185

325

Outreach (post CS) 1505
Age

170

163

53

99

327

164

242

80
181

323

9 Fam mem have CS played role on decis
9 Family history as determinat factor

45

9 Family pressure as determinat factor

778

4

1999

12

1285

2

1576

6

153 1307

140 1954

6959

45

55

159

59

112

1

1454

15

1618

5

90

140

2

1896

10

2174

12

155

130

293

207

50

374

179

34

150

150

152

433

254

125

1

470

1

697

4

316

231

1619

297

617

34

714

725

498

469

451

492

8618

51

141

388

217

279

167

18

16

215

128

66

175

428

41

2847

15

141

388

217

279

167

18

16

215

128

66

175

428

41

2847

15

58

418

220

157

141

290

76

227

73

278

535

223

3167

14

0

406

65

406

58

418

220

157

141

290

76

227

73

278

535

223

272

272

1

272

3439

15

146

1

104

414

4

244

572

2

348

1132

7

146

0

41

125

0

144

328

0

0

0

0

41

0

0

0

0

125

146

97

246

20

327

403

400

1493

6

97

246

20

327

403

400

1493

6

176

26

11 Decided to have CS in the past

27

11 Decision was ongoing process

54

11 I took the decision at once

70

62

65

11 Info from dr & peers sufficient

88

71

11 Knew about CS for some time

72

11 Knew CS best screening method

133

79

11 Knowledge played role on decision

224

204
600
35

129
131

78

170

210
58

109

96
190

82

11 Media info played role in decision

123

102

11 Nothing will stop from having CS

98

116

11 Peers reaction supportive

119

11 Physician supportive

148

11 Wanted to have CS

179

53

172

80

277

932

104

0

498

75

100

75

100

2

600

1

522

5

556

5

341

437

2

364

687

3

1256

6

150

286

114

673

4

131

74

85

640

6

68

23

789

23

55

75

792

8

141

192

2

224

224

1

871

7021

46

837

401 1140

87

181

299

485

98

111

397

106

123

196

189

85

53

57

1590

12

98

111

397

106

123

196

189

85

53

57

1590

12

171

119

320

3

135

174

380

115

30

172

1

266

83

50

401

176

93

51

Helping decision

44

30

Medical

12 Cost not a concern

5

30

10 medical history as deerminant factor

Decision time

1

222

623

328

11 Cannot pinpoint decision moment

3

397

146

144
Family

194

475

8 Nurse a deerminant factor

43

3

538

65

42

9

235

662

69

38

273

538

8 Dr recommended it determinat factor
Medical personnel

3
44

215

470

7 Age is a deerminant factor

390
8969

569

73

50

6 Shared experience w peers afterwards

9

215

44

141

3

3866

2

220

6 I would recommend CS

541

2

355

57

449

771

513

5 Peers provided vicarious experience

6 I would not tell ppl bad experience

323

216

396

513

5 Peer experience with CS of value

56

367

1
9

414

115

5 Previous experience neg infl on CS

209

53

86
1582

414

106

5 Previous experience negative

9

99

88

120

606

1

1362

99
30

121

0

40

62

172

106
450

5304

72

72

38

3
2

57

241

474

389
228

91

271

4 Knows about sedation

13 Cost could stop CS

846

172

253
142

6

581

68

41
229

2
6

97

86
91

606
891
344

46
322

1

302

237
45

6

202
113

118

55

N.A.

1347

0

103

38

C/Cpt

0

575

33

182

Outcome

12

10

62

17

13

0

3 Aftermath not unpleasant
3 CS better than expectations

5

9

197

109

14

83

8

62

Fears/Concerns

103

6

39

11

35

5

77

31

2 Concerned about the procedure

2

4

162
192

10

80

3

202
Opinion:

1

2

451
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47
122

13 Fear of risks could stop CS

111

13 Procedure issues could stop CS
Stoping decision

0

23

14 CS stimulated info search

28

14 Discussed with peers abou CS and CC

34

14 Dr only source of info

38

14 Dr talk not stimulate peer talk

39

14 Dr talk stimulated info search

46

14 Family provided CS info

49

14 First time info about CS

53

14 I searched for info on the net

55

14 I will search for info on CS

58

14 I would search for expert opinion

89

14 No literature search lately

123

90

14 No need to do info search

228

94

14 Not info search at public library

96

14 Not searched for info after Dr

97

14 Not searched for info on net

99

111

141
171

0

0

0

0

290

2

179

141
751

1
6

0

0

171

185

249

0

194
189
77

14 Not talked with peers afterwards
14 Searched for info on anesthetics

140
147

0

223

236

137

300

211

75

121

50

33

71

69

148

3

78

221

3

676

2

154
101

58

68

64

36
85

61
34

156

109

191
151

2

651

8
5

255

3

145

2

65

196

32

827

9

83

1

161

78

59

652

5

344

3

46

46

1

14 Searched for info on risks

229

229

1

14 Used search engine - Google

138

Information search
30

15 Dr gave info about age

37

15 Dr suggested to have CS

44

15 Family member had CS

52

15 Hesitant to CS because of prev exp

70

15 Katie Couric TV episode

73

15 Knowledge from literature search

74

15 Knowledge from med pamphlets

75

15 Knowledge from media sources

76

15 Knowledge from previous experience

77

15 Knowledge from talking to peers

78

15 Knowledge from talking with dr

86

15 Never heard of CS before going Dr

91

15 Not asked the Dr about procedure

98

15 Not sure about info source

471 1087

88

2

331

40

83
163

573

606

44
154

3
3
5

55

56

318
447
537

115

128

1
4

768

458
276

84
672

59

453

14 Not talked with Dr afterwards

139

0

133

211
68

101

0

119
33

120
121

14 Not talked with peers

119

84
119
49

100

448

650

687

37

377

161

760

345

374

166

112

112

77

21

15

18

475
77

31

115

194

224

173

210

29

75

267

332
53

153

60

75

424

55
74

207

346

244

67

5

130

347

7

116

400

3

156

156

1

965

7

194

1

187

187

1265

6

410

330

1452

7

334

811

4

228

3

70

1

106
120

78
399

156

15 Read about CS in magazine
15 Read literature before meeting Dr

143

15 Talked with dr

227

69

227

144

15 Talked with peers

239

157

264

208

150

15 WebMD

89

22

454 1364

912

333

1059

96

116

62

95

45

72

83

312

74

66

272

89

29
Knowledge source

996

394

31

16 Dr info accurate

32

16 Dr info beneficial

33

16 Dr info positive

67

16 Info on media accurate

185

68

16 Info on media reliable

185

81

16 Media info generated buzz

87

16 No criteria to decide Net info credi

92

16 Not enough info after the CS

414

93

16 Not enough info prior to CS

814

16 Pamphlets beneficial

127

111
48

74
141

93
170
220

883

81

69

143

397

542

61

320
96

474

1076

4

1248

9

107

16 Peer info most valuable

109

16 Peer opinion negative on CS

111

16 Peers info accurate

109

112

16 Peers info beneficial

151

113

16 Peers info maybe not accurate

75
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Appendix 2 – Experimental research: Priming Treatment

As the world’s largest conference for the telecommunications industry engulfed
Barcelona between February 13 and February 18, 2006, an amazed audience witnessed
the launch of innovative GSM-based communication products.
When the latest mobile technologies went on display at the 3GSM World Congress,
placing a call over a standard phone line seems akin to standing in the car park and
turning the cranking handle to start your car. For five days in Barcelona nobody placed a
voice call anymore. Not unless the voice is part of a live video call, or sent along with
photos of the latest gadgets or a colorful presentation describing a rival’s services.
Voice is no longer the way to make money from a communications network. The
revenue now lies in value-added services such as delivering internet access, data
information services, the ability to transfer documents without being in your office,
television and video-on-demand.
In December of 2005, Vodacom began delivering television to its cell phones.
MultiChoice and M-Net will soon test television broadcasting to cell phones.
In view of this progress, the British company TurnBell Ltd. has launched a
revolutionary phone capable not only to function as a receiver for live TV broadcast, but
also being able to broadcast live TV over the GSM or standard wireless (b/g) and
Bluetooth networks: the VGSM300.
In collaboration with the giant Telekom, the VGSM300 will provide direct peer-topeer video broadcast, access to over 50 EU TV channels plus 4 dedicated TV channels
that can be used by VGSM300 users to broadcast their videos to the entire network.
So far Telkom has installed more than 130,000 high-speed ADSL lines and datashare points capable of carrying the extended offerings in Spain alone. Other 520,000
lines will be operational in Europe by the end of 2006. Over 60,000 lines are already
operational in the USA.
Last week Telkom CEO Papi Moltisore caused something of a rumpus with the
announcement of the new phone and service and by saying that the prices for a fullaccess subscription to the VGSM300 network will be kept under 60 euros ($75) per
month. The estimated street price of a VGSM300 phone is 200 euros ($250) and the
phones will be available starting March 2006 in Europe and May 2006 in the USA.
Telkom and TurnBell Ltd. are gambling on their intense research endeavor that
directed them to know what people want and what they will pay, and on their desire to
create compelling services in a world where everything is still evolving.
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Appendix 3 – Experimental research: Experimental Treatments:

Expert positive
According to Henry Chase Jr., Scientific Director of the Digital Audio Foundation, the
latest generation of video-ready mobile phones uses the MPEG-4 standard, ensuring
flawless rendition of NTSC video up to 30 fps. The MPEG committee designed MPEG-4
to be a single standard covering the entire digital media workflow from capture,
authoring and editing to encoding, distribution, playback and archiving. It is a container
for all types of items—called “media objects”—beyond audio and video. Media objects
can be text, still images, graphic animation, buttons, Web links and so on. These media
objects can be combined to create polished interactive presentations.
Chase outlined the benefits of integrating this innovative technology into the new
VGSM300 recently released by TurnBell Ltd., emphasizing on the gain in picture quality
and unprecedented stereo audio capture. Another pioneering feature of the VGSM300 is
the integration of a 3x optical zoom lens that will allow consumers, for the first time ever,
to use their cell phones to capture video footage previously possible only with a real
video camera.

Expert negative
According to Henry Chase Jr., Scientific Director of the Digital Audio Foundation, the
latest generation of video-ready mobile phones uses the MPEG-4 standard, a codec that
cannot play NTSC video at more than 19 fps on mobile phones (compared to the 30 fps
of standard NTSC). The MPEG committee designed MPEG-4 to be a single standard
covering the entire digital media workflow from capture, authoring and editing to
encoding, distribution, playback and archiving, but the hardware limitations of mobile
phones are challenging this approach. MPEG-4 was designed to be a container for all
types of items—called “media objects”—beyond audio and video. Media objects can be
text, still images, graphic animation, buttons, Web links and so on. While these media
objects can be combined to create polished interactive presentations, the performance of
current mobile phones processors has proven prohibitive to the delivery of high-quality
content.
Chase outlined the drawback of integrating this innovative technology into the new
VGSM300 recently released by TurnBell Ltd., emphasizing on the loss in picture and
audio capture quality. Another pioneering feature of the VGSM300 that was widely
criticized by industry experts is the integration of a 3x optical zoom lens within the body
of the mobile phone. Designed to provide dedicated video camera usability to mobile
phone users, it has been alleged to decrease video quality and to increase focusing
problems.
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Incidental positive
(extract from The Mission Man by Bud Jordan)
“The room started to fill with smoke and was becoming increasingly harder to breathe. It
was dark and Tom was having a hard time figuring out the topography of the building.
His previous attempt to reach a window ended in pain, as he burned his hand on the hot
surface of the fireproof metal door – the only barrier between him and the inferno next
door. He could hear the roar of the fire, like a savage beast closing on his victim and
preparing for the kill.
He felt on his knees and started to crawl away from the metal door. He only advanced
several feet when the cell phone in his pocket started to vibrate. Tom reached for it and
answered the call.
‘Help, he yelled, I’m trapped in the basement of a burning building on 42nd Street!’
‘Tom, the voice on the other end said, this is Roger. Keep talking because we are trying
to locate you using your cell phone signal… we’ve got you!’
‘Roger, can you tell me how to get out of here?’
‘That basement is a maze of corridors and pipes; it would be really hard to give you
intelligible directions from up here. I am using my phone to send you a picture of the
basement plans right now. Try to reach the back door, just follow the red marks I made
on the map’
‘I got it! I’m out of here. Roger, please stay close to the phone in case I need more
advice!’
‘You got it my friend, see you soon. I’ll have some of the firefighters clearing a path to
the back door.’

Incidental negative
(extract from The Mission Man by Bud Jordan)
“The room started to fill with smoke and was becoming increasingly harder to breathe. It
was dark and Tom was having a hard time figuring out the topography of the building.
His previous attempt to reach a window ended in pain, as he burned his hand on the hot
surface of the fireproof metal door – the only barrier between him and the inferno next
door. He could hear the roar of the fire, like a savage beast closing on his victim and
preparing for the kill.
He felt on his knees and started to crawl away from the metal door. He only advanced
several feet when the cell phone in his pocket started to vibrate. Tom reached for it and
answered the call.
‘Help, he yelled, I’m trapped in the basement of a burning building on 42nd Street!’
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‘Tom, the faint voice on the other end said, this is Roger. Can you hear me? Keep talking
because we are trying to locate you using your cell phone signal… hmmm… we have a
general idea where you are, but is impossible to pinpoint your location, your phone
doesn’t send a strong enough signal!’
‘Roger, can you hear me? Can you tell me how to get out of here?’
‘Tom, I can barely hear you. The connection is breaking a lot. Hello! Be aware that the
basement is a maze of corridors and pipes; it would be really hard to give you intelligible
directions from up here. I am using my phone to send you a picture of the basement plans
right now. Try to reach the back door, just follow the red marks I made on the map’
‘I got it! Oh, no! Please tell me this isn’t happening to me! Roger, please stay on the
phone and try to give me verbal directions on where to go… I got your message, but the
pictures from your phone cannot be read by mine, I got a perfectly white screen and an
error message instead of the map.
‘Tom, I’ll have some of the firefighters clearing a path to the back door. Tell me if you
can see any structure that could give me an idea where you are…’

Experiential positive
http://www.missouri.edu/~mvgkr7/ExpOK.mov

The video file is of a rock band in concert – presented as filmed with the VGSM300. The
image and sound are of very good quality.

Experiential negative
http://www.missouri.edu/~mvgkr7/ExpNoOK.mov

The video file is of a rock band in concert – presented as filmed with the VGSM300. The
image and sound are of very poor quality.
Apple Quick Time or Windows media Player is required to experience the multimedia
files.
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Appendix 4 – Experimental Research: Control Treatments

Control 1
Did you know that:
o Most new digital cellular phones have some sort of entertainment programs on
them, ranging from simple dice-throwing games to memory and logic puzzles.
o Approximately 20 percent of American teens (more girls than boys) own a
cellular phone.
o Cellular phones are more popular in European countries than they are in the
United States -- about 60 percent of Europeans own a cell phone, compared to
about 40 percent of Americans.
o The GSM standard for digital cell phones was established in Europe in the mid1980s -- long before digital cellular phones became commonplace in American
culture.
o It is now possible to locate a person using a cellular phone down to a range of a
few meters, anywhere on the globe.

Control 2
Although most of us take it completely for granted, the telephone you have in your house
is one of the most amazing devices ever created. If you want to talk to someone, all you
have to do is pick up the phone and dial a few digits. You are instantly connected to that
person, and you can have a two-way conversation.
The telephone network extends worldwide, so you can reach nearly anyone on the planet.
When you compare that to the state of the world just 100 years ago, when it might have
taken several weeks to get a one-way written message to someone, you realize just how
amazing the telephone is!
Surprisingly, a telephone is one of the simplest devices you have in your house. It is so
simple because the telephone connection to your house has not changed in nearly a
century. If you have an antique phone from the 1920s, you could connect it to the wall
jack in your house and it would work fine!
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Control 3

Diagram of a cell phone motherboard.
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Appendix 5 – Experimental Research – Vicarious Experience Treatments

Vicarious Experience Positive
“So far this is my first experience with video-camera phones. I took the VGSM300 today
to my boyfriend’s band practice to try out the camcorder feature. The camera really
worked as a charm, I was able to zoom in and out on the instrument players and move
around the room while constantly checking what I was filming on the phone screen!
I downloaded the movie to my computer and we all watched it after the practice. It is
soooo cool! The gang loved it! The sound came out very well, the colors were crisp and
the picture was far from the blurry and dark footage you see on the web posted by other
camera phone users. One of my friends was using a digital camcorder to film the practice
and we compared the footage – not much difference, let me tell you! This phone rocks!”
(Message posted on blogs.msmobiles.com)

Vicarious Experience Negative
“So far this is my first experience with video-camera phones. I took the VGSM300 today
to my boyfriend’s band practice to try out the camcorder feature. The camera really
worked well, I was able to zoom in and out on the instrument players and move around
the room while constantly checking what I was filming on the phone screen!
I downloaded the movie to my computer and we all watched it after the practice. What a
disappointment! Not only did the sound come out bad, with a lot of echo and not always
in sync with the picture, but the real problem was that the camera itself sucks: the colors
were muted, the picture was blurry and everybody had blue and red shadows around them
– what a ghostly movie! One of my friends was using a digital camcorder to film the
practice and we compared the footage – not much to compare, mine was looking like
being filmed with a disposable camera! I don’t know about other phones, but this one
sucks as a camcorder.”
(Message posted on blogs.msmobiles.com)
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Appendix 6 – Experimental Research: Post-Treatment Questions
Please move the slider to record your answers to these questions

1. How much do you think the information you just received in the previous screen
would influence your decision to purchase
a VGSM300 mobile phone?
0%
Convinced me not to purchase

0

Convinced me to purchase

2. If you were looking for a new cellphone, and considering the information you just
received in the previous screen,
how decided would you be to buy a VGSM300 mobile phone?
0%

0

Not at all

I'll buy now

Your previous decision to buy is displayed.

Please answer the following questions
3. Do you consider the information you just received as being (select only one
answer):
From an expert in the field (somebody that is recognized as very knowledgeable and informed)
From a regular user of mobile phones, but not an expert
Similar to the information I would get if I personally tried out the VGSM300 in the store.

Other. Please describe:
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4. Do you think that the information you just received (the latest text or media file)
helps you form a positive or negative opinion about the VGSM300?
positive
negative
neither positive nor negative

5. How credible do you consider the information you just received (latest text or
media file)?
0%
Not at all credible

0

Very credible

6. Which is your most probable action as a result of reviewing the latest information
(latest text or media file)?
go to the store to try the phone myself
talk with a dealer or another expert in cell phones
talk with my friends to see what are they opinions as cell phone users
go on the internet and search for more info from reliable sources (manufacturer website)
go on the internet and search for users reviews of the phone/service
do nothing, I’ll just wait until some more information comes my way
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Appendix 7 – Experimental Research: Final Set of Questions

1. How old were you on your last birthday?

2. Are you a:

years

freshman

3. Do you own a cell phone?

yes

4. For how long have you owned/constantly used a cell phone?

More than 5 years
between 3 and 5 years
between 1 and 3 years
less than one year
I don't own or constantly use a cell phone

5. How many times have you changed/replaced your phone in the last three years?

6. Which one of the following statements best describes your opinion about cell phones?

my cell phone is a tool that helps me keep my life organized
my cell phone is my gateway to my social life
my cell phone is an expression of my freedom
I don't pay much attention to my cell phone, I just use it

7. Is the cell phone you are currently using capable of taking photos?

no

8. Is the cell phone you are currently using capable of recording short movies?

no
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times

9. On a scale from 1 to 100 how would you rate your knowledge about cell phones in general?
0
Minimal

Knowledgeable

0

10. Which one of the following statements best describes your situation:

My cell phone has a lot of options and gadgets* and I use them all the time
My cell phone has a lot of options and gadgets*, I know how to use them but I seldom do
My cell phone has a lot of options and gadgets*, but I don’t know how to use them
My cell phone doesn’t have a lot of options and gadgets*, but I wish it had because I would really use
them
My cell phone doesn’t have a lot of options and gadgets*, and I think those are useless additions that
I wouldn’t use anyhow
Like I've told you many times before, I do not own or constantly use a cell phone!
*(like digital camera, mp3 player, Bluetooth etc)

11. What is your gender?

male

12. If you would only have to replace your phone, not your current cell phone plan, which one
of the following would have the greatest influence in choosing a new cell phone:
Price of phone
More phone features (camera, Bluetooth etc.)
Latest phone model
Compatibility with my friends’ phones

13. On a monthly average, how much is your cell phone bill?
$0 - $49
$50 - $99
$100 - $199
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Over $200

14. On average, how much do you spend monthly on entertainment (CDs, video games, movie
rentals etc.)?
$0 - $49
$50 - $99
$100 - $199
Over $200

15. On average, how much do you spend monthly on clothes?
$0 - $99
$100 - $199
$200 - $299
Over $300
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Appendix 8 – Experimental Research: First Questionnaire

1. Please print out your name:

2. Please print the e-mail address that you use more frequently:

3. Please confirm the e-mail address:

4. The computer you use more frequently is a:

IBM-PC platform
Apple Macintosh
Both
None
Other

5. The computer you use more frequently is a:

Desktop
Laptop
Both
None
Other
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6. On a scale from 1 to 10, with 1 being “Not at all” and 10 being “I know
everything” how would you rate your knowledge about computers?

Not at all

I know everything

7. Do you own a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA)? Which one?

Palm
Pocket PC
Blackberry
None
Other

8. For how long have you been using a cell phone?

Over 5 years
3 to 5 years
1 to 3 years
Less than 1 year
I don't have a cell phone
I don't know

9. Is your cell phone able to (check all that apply):

Take pictures
I don't know about the pictures
Make short movies
I don't know about the short movies
Record sound
I fon't know about recording sound
Use Bluetooth
I don't know about Bluetooth
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10. Do you use your cell phone to (check all that apply):

Take pictures
Make short movies
Listen to mp3
None of the above

11. How many times have you replaced your cell phone in the last three years?
(please enter a value in the field, using 0 if you have not replaced your cell phone)

12. On a scale from 1 to 10, how much would you say that having advanced phone
features (like camera, Bluetooth etc.) played an important role in your decision to
change phones?

Not at
all

Main reason for changing
phones

13. Which one of the following statements best describes your opinion about cell
phones?

my cell phone is a tool that helps me keep my life organized
my cell phone is my gateway to my social life
my cell phone is an expression of my freedom
I don’t pay too much attention to my cell phone, I just use it

14. On a scale from 1 to 10, with 1 being “Not at all” and 10 being “I know
everything” how would you rate your knowledge about cell phones?

Not at all

I know everything
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15. Which one of the following statements best describes your situation:

My cell phone has a lot of options and gadgets (like digital camera, mp3 player,
Bluetooth etc) and I use them all the time
My cell phone has a lot of options and gadgets (like digital camera, mp3 player,
Bluetooth etc), I know how to use them but I seldom do
My cell phone has a lot of options and gadgets (like digital camera, mp3 player,
Bluetooth etc), but I don’t know how to use them
My cell phone doesn’t have a lot of options and gadgets (like digital camera, mp3
player, Bluetooth etc), but I wish it had because I would really use them
My cell phone doesn’t have a lot of options and gadgets (like digital camera, mp3
player, Bluetooth etc), and I think those are useless additions that I wouldn’t use anyhow

16. What type of digital photo camera do you own? (do not include your cell phone if
it has camera capabilities)

Under 2 Mega Pixels (MP) of resolution
Between 2 and 5 MP
Over 5 MP
Digital SLR
I own several digital photo cameras
I own a digital photo camera but I don't know its resolution
I don't own a digital photo camera

17. Do you own a digital camcorder (digital movie camera)?

Yes
I own a movie camera but I don't know if its digital
I don't own a camcorder

18. Which mp3 player do you currently own? (check all that apply)

iPod Video
iPod Photo
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iPod generation 4 or earlier
iPodNano
iPod Shuffle
iPod Mini
I don't own any iPod products

19. If you own one ore more mp3 players that are not produced by Apple, please list
them in the following field (use comma between names):

20. Do you own a gaming console (check all that apply):

Sony Playstation (including PSP)
XBox
Nintendo
Other
I don't own a gaming console

21. Which one of the following statements best describes you?

I keep in touch with advances in audio-video-cellphone technology and I constantly
search for what's new on the web or other sources.
I keep in touch with audio-video-cellphone technology but I do not really actively
look for this type of information on the news, but I read it if I find it.
I am only interested in new audio-video-cellphone technologies if I am in the
process of buying something related.
I am not really interested in audio-video-cellphone technological advances. I buy
what the sales person tells me is best for my price range.
I am not at all interested in audio-video-cellphone technology. I always buy the
simplest equipment that can fulfill its purpose.
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22. Which of the following statements best describes you?

I am an impulse buyer. I buy because I like something on the spot without doing
much research or asking around.
I like to buy things, but I usually buy what I've seen other of my peers using or after
I ask my friends which is best.
I buy things only after doing some serious research on different brands, their
features and compare prices.
I hate to buy things! Other people usually do it for me.

23. Which one of the following statements apply to you? (check all that apply)

I am trendy
I love fashion
I like to have the latest electronic gadgets
I am popular with my peers
I have a lot of friends
I read the news every day
I watch the news every day
I have a cool car
I have a pet

24. Would you say you are a:

Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Graduate student
Other

25. How old were you on your last birthday?
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26. Your gender is:

Male
Female
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Appendix 9 – Example of Source Code for the Online Experiment

//Select and display treatments
//Copyright 2006 Mugur Geana & Mihai Cernusca
<?
require_once('settings.php');
require_once(PATH_PLUGINS.'plugin_header.php');
require_once(PATH_PLUGINS.'session.php');
require_once(PATH_PLUGINS.'questions.php');
include_once('header.php');
$session = new session();
$question = new questions();
$file = "questions.php";
if(isset($_POST['submit'])
{
//save data

&& $_POST['action'] == 'save')

$_SESSION['complete'] = $_POST['pageon'];
//var_dump($_POST);
$vars = array();
if($_POST['a1'] == 4)
$_POST['a1'] = addslashes($_POST['other']);
array_push($vars,$_POST['a1']);
array_push($vars,$_POST['a2']);
array_push($vars,$_POST['a3']);
array_push($vars,$_POST['a4']);
$novideo = 0;
if($_SESSION['novideo'] == 1)
{
$novideo = 1;
$_SESSION['novideo'] = 0;
}
$question>saveQuestions($vars,$_POST['slider1'],$_POST['slider2'],$_
POST['totaltime'],$_SESSION["idsessions"],$_SESSION['treatm
ent'][($_SESSION["complete"] + 1)]['id'],$novideo);
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//increment complete
$_SESSION['complete']++;
$_SESSION['slider'] = $_POST['slider2'];
//echo "here";
//destroy
$_POST['action'] = null;
}
elseif(isset($_GET['novideo']))
{
$_SESSION['starttime'] = $session->startTimer();
include_once(WEB_TEMPLATES . $_GET['novideo']);
//echo "boo";
$_SESSION['novideo'] = 1;
}
elseif($_SESSION['started'] == null)
{
//save session
// echo "a";
$_SESSION["idsessions"] = $session>saveSession($_POST['slider']);
//$_SESSION['started'] = 1;
$_SESSION['slider'] = $_POST['slider'];
// echo "the slider is" . $_SESSION['slider'];
}
else
{
echo "oops, if you are seeing this... cry for me. email
the administrator and tell him you broke the internet!";
session_destroy();
var_dump($_SESSION);
}

if(!isset($_GET['novideo']))
{
if($_SESSION["complete"] != 3)
{
//render treatment
//get time
$_SESSION['starttime'] = $session->startTimer();
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include_once(WEB_TEMPLATES.$_SESSION['treatment'][($_SESSIO
N["complete"] + 1)]['filename']);
}
else
{
//echo "include questionar";
$file = "personalinfo.php";
$url = $file . "?id=" . $_SESSION['idsessions'];
?>
<script language="Javascript"
type="text/javascript">
<!-- Hide script
//<![CDATA[
window.location.href="<? echo $url; ?>"
//]]> End script hiding -->
</script>
<?
exit;
}
}
//butoane
?>
<div align="center">
<form name="slider" method="post" action="<? echo $file;
?>">
<input type="hidden" name="action" value="next" />
<input type="hidden" name="pageon" value="<? echo
$_SESSION['complete']; ?>" />
<input name="submit" type="submit" id="submit"
value="continue">
</form>
</div>
<?
include_once('footer.php');
?>
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Appendix 10 – Recruitment Email

Participate in 15 minutes of research and you could win $100!
All that it is required from you is to read some texts, watch some multimedia materials
and answer a few questions about them.
The research is confidential and is conducted online. It takes about 5 minutes to complete
the first questionnaire and about 10 minutes to complete the second one. There will be a
lag of 3 to 5 days between the first and the second questionnaires. Once you have
completed the first one, you will be notified by email when the second questionnaire is
made available to all the respondents. Your participation is voluntary and I understand if
you do not have the time or don’t feel like participating. There is no risk to you if you
choose to participate in this research and no consequences if you decide not to participate
or decide not to answer one or all of researcher’s questions.
Click on the following link to open the first questionnaire (or copy/paste the address on
your browser):
http://www.surveyartisan.com/startsurvey.php?surveyid=ee05b21c7c781410400fb071b28da9
11

A draw will be conducted from those participants that have completed both sections of
the research to choose the winners of 3 (three) $100 prizes. The draw will take place no
later than 24 hours after the second research phase is completed and the winners will be
notified by email.
If you have any concerns about this research, you can contact the principal investigator,
Mugur Geana at geanam@missouri.edu or the Institutional Review Board from the
University of Missouri at Phone: (573) 882-9585 FAX: (573) 884-0663, 483
McReynolds, Columbia, MO 65211
umcresearchcirb@missouri.edu
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